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One of the central debates in the coping literature concerns the extent to which 
personality influences the ways in which people manage stressful encounters. Lazarus 
and his colleagues, originators of the well-known and widely-respected transactional 
model of stress and coping, have for the most part minimized individual differences in 
their work on coping processes, preferring instead to emphasize contextual determinants 
(Folkman & Lazarus, 1980, 1985; Folkman, Lazarus, Dunkel-Schetter, DeLongis, & 
Gruen, 1986; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Lazarus, 1993). The Lazarus model has much to 
recommend it, and arguably their work has had a tremendous impact on the field. Critics 
of their model, however, point out that although Lazarus rightly calls attention to the full 
person-environment interaction, he has perhaps been too quick to discount the role of 
individual differences in stress and coping. 
Lazarus (1993) provides an historical account of the development and findings of 
their model in a recent review. He points out that their model was initially constructed to 
contrast with earlier approaches in which coping was viewed as a style or trait. The 
Lazarus group felt that coping was better conceived of as a process that unfolded over the 
various stages of an encounter, not a consistent personality style, and that coping 
consisted of multiple strategies, not a unitary dimension applicable to all situations. Much 
of the early coping literature was influenced by psychoanalytic psychology, whose 
writers tended to view defending and coping along the lines of ego functioning, in more 
or less static terms (e.g., Haan, 1965, 1977). By contrast, Lazarus and his colleagues 
argued that coping was fluid, and moreover, rather than infer coping behavior from a 
single trait (e.g., Kobasa, 1979), it was important to examine what people actually 
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thought and did in managing stressful encounters. To accomplish this, they developed the 
Ways of Coping Checklist, an instrument which allowed individuals to report how they 
coped with an encounter in a fairly fine-grained fashion. Suffice it to say, their approach 
to conceptualizing (and measuring) stress and coping ignited a virtual explosion of 
interest in coping processes. 
The transactional model is compelling largely because it expanded the focus of 
stress and coping. Coping was no longer viewed simply as a function of ego processes--or 
of personality. It was now squarely embedded in the broader transaction between 
environment and person; in effect, stress was viewed as a "troubled person-environment 
transaction" (Lazarus, 1993). 
All is well and good with the Lazarus group's model, critics say, but were they 
too quick to abandon person factors in stress research? A chorus of investigators have 
recently answered yes (Ben-Porath & Tellegen, 1990; Costa & McCrae, 1990; Watson, 
1990; Weber & Laux, 1990). One objection to Lazarus' conclusions about the role of 
individual differences in coping comes from Carver, Scheier, & Weintraub (1989). They 
state that the Lazarus group's dismissal of personality determinants in coping (a turning 
point in their research occurs after Cohen & Lazarus, 1973) may say more about the 
predictive value of certain personality dimensions, rather then the role of individual 
differences in coping per se. In fact, their work, as well as the work of others, suggests 
that dispositional optimism, a dimension that taps generalized expectancies for success, 
turns out to be a significant predictor of coping responses (Carver et al., 1989; Scheier, 
Weintraub, & Carver, 1986; Rim, 1990). 
A more extreme position is reported by Costa and McCrae (Costa & McCrae, 
1989; McCrae & Costa, 1986). They demonstrated that neuroticism, a normal personality 
dimension that taps the disposition to experience personal distress, predicted coping 
responses such as hostile reaction, escapist fantasy, self-blame, sedation, withdrawal, 
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wishful thinking, passivity, and indecisiveness. Moreover, statistically controlling for 
neuroticism did much to eliminate the relationship between coping and personal well-
being (McCrae & Costa, 1986). This latter finding led them to offer a provocative 
hypothesis: coping strategies may not actually have independent casual status on 
adaptational outcomes. In their words, coping efforts may be "epiphenomenon [of 
personality] with no real impact on stress and life adaptation" (McCrae & Costa, 1986, p. 
401). Bolger (1990) has also studied the role of neuroticism on coping responses, but 
takes a less extreme view. He suggests instead that the effects of neuroticism are 
mediated through ineffective coping strategies. 
Other personality dimensions have been explored as determinants of coping 
processes, most notably hardiness (e.g., Williams, Wiebe, & Smith, 1992); trait anxiety 
(e.g., Endler & Parker, 1990); self-denigration, mastery, and self-esteem (e.g., Pearlin & 
Schooler, 1978); and an easy-going disposition (e.g., Holahan & Moos, 1985), and 
negative emotionality (Leon, Kanfer, Hoffman, & Dupre, 1991). In general, these 
dimensions tend to be modest predictors of coping responses, a conclusion that would 
undoubtedly come as no surprise to Lazarus and his colleagues. But it is important to note 
that these relationships also tend to vary considerably across studies. This latter 
observation, in part, prompted the present investigation. 
The Present Investigation 
Given that investigators differ with regard to the centrality of personality in the 
coping process, further study on the problem seems warranted. In particular, in this study 
I examined the hypothesis that negative affectivity (Watson & Clark, 1984) is a 
significant predictor of problem- and emotion-focused coping strategies. However, unlike 
previous investigators, I used a meta-analytic methodology. As previously stated, the 
relationship between personality and coping appears to be modest, yet it also seems to 
vary across studies. Meta-analysis provides a viable way to explore empirically this 
variation. 
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Negative affectivity (NA) and coping are constructs that require further 
elaboration, and I will tum to this task in Chapter II. But briefly, NA is defined as the 
disposition to experience negative moods such as anger, frustration, sadness, guilt, and 
shame. It is a normal dimension of personality, it is stable over time, and many 
personality instruments that were originally intended to measure supposedly diverse 
personality dimensions have been shown to actually tap into the NA construct (Watson & 
Clark, 1984). 
Coping, in brief, refers to the efforts of individuals to manage stressful encounters 
(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). Lazarus and his colleagues state that coping responses are of 
two types: those strategies which are directly aimed at altering the stressful encounter 
itself, and those responses which are aimed at regulating one's emotional response to the 
encounter. 
Whereas traditional narrative reviews summarize a body of literature in a 
qualitative fashion, meta-analysis can logically be viewed as a hypothesis-testing 
procedure. Essentially, primary studies are collected to serve as the sample on which a 
given hypothesis is tested. Selected results of each study are then translated into a 
common metric, which then permits an overall estimate of effect size to be calculated 
across all available studies. 
I expected to obtain the following results: (a) NA would negatively and 
significantly predict problem-focused coping responses; (b) NA would positively and 
significantly predict emotion-focused coping; (c) NA would be a stronger predictor of 
emotion- rather than problem-focused strategies; and ( d) the distribution of effect sizes 
for both samples would be heterogeneous. 
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If, as predicted, significant heterogeneity were found in either data set it would 
indicate that the distribution of effect sizes did not share an effect size in common; in 
other words, fluctuations could represent something other than sampling error (e.g., effect 
sizes might be found to vary across types stressful situations). If this turned out to be the 
case, as expected, I planned to then test for moderating influences using the categorical 
procedures specified by Hedges and Olkin (1985). I did not formally identify these 
models prior to calculating the appropriate composite statistics. Rather, I intended to use 
the coding process itself to identify potential moderator variables, and then to proceed 
accordingly. 
The methodology of the present investigation is reported in detail in Chapter III. 
But before turning to how the study was conducted, and my findings (Chapter IV), I will 
elaborate on the two constructs under investigation, NA and coping. It turns out that NA 
provides a useful way to bring several findings concerning personality as a determinant of 
coping into alignment. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This chapter marks something of a departure from the conventional manner in 
which most dissertations are typically structured. Ordinarily, Chapter II provides a full 
literature review of the extant studies that have relevance to the current investigation. 
Ideally, when a meta-analysis has been conducted, previous meta-analyses and narrative 
reviews would be discussed, to serve as a footing for the problem under study. However, 
a thorough search (see Chapter III, for details on how the search was conducted) failed to 
locate any such works for the problem of NA and coping. This is perhaps understandable 
in light of how the NA construct came to be defined, which I will discuss shortly. But at 
the same time, it also underscores the need for the type of study reported in this 
document. 
Occasionally, brief remarks about the NA-coping hypothesis can be gleamed from 
broader discussions of coping in general (for instance, see Cox & Ferguson, 1991; 
McCrae, 1990; Steptoe, 1991), or from the introductory or discussion sections of 
individual studies (see Bolger, 1990; Carver et al., 1989; Mccrae & Costa, 1986; Parkes, 
1986, 1990). These remarks (discussed more fully in Chapter I) can be rapidly dispensed 
with by reiterating the finding that NA has indeed been found to be a predictor of coping 
responses, and that it is mildly controversial to propose a determining role for personality 
in the coping process, in the first place (Steptoe, 1991). There appear to be no studies, 
however, that have estimated the magnitude of the relationship between NA 
and coping from the current accumulation of primary studies. An estimate of this type 




Meta-analysis requires the precise specification of the X-Y relationship under 
investigation (Johnson, 1989). As mentioned in the introductory chapter, I tested the 
relationship between NA and problem- and emotion-focused coping strategies. This 
relationship, however, is not as straightforward as it might seem. Both constructs posed 
special problems that needed to be solved before I could proceed with the process of 
retrieving studies. In this chapter, I present a discussion of the issues involved with each 
construct. The findings reported in Chapter IV would be difficult to describe and evaluate 
without this discussion. I turn first to the concept of negative affectivity. 
Negative Affectivity 
Mood has been the focus of considerable empirical study in the past decade, 
resulting in frequent support for a basic two dimensional model (Tellegen, 1985; Watson 
& Tellegen, 1985; Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). One of these two dimensions has 
been variously labeled as negative affectivity (Watson & Clark, 1984), negative 
emotionality (Tellegen, 1982, 1985), and negative affect (Watson, et al., 1988; Watson, 
1988). Negative affectivity (NA) tends to emerge repeatedly in factor analytic 
investigations involving mood measures, (along with the second dimension, labeled 
positive affectivity), but the trait can also be inferred from a remarkable pattern of high 
intercorrelations found among supposedly diverse personality measures. For instance, 
Watson and Clark (1984) reported high intercorrelations among such well-known 
measures as the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait 
scale), the Eysenck Personality Inventory (neuroticism scale), the Beck Depression 
Inventory, as well as several items from the California Personality Inventory and 
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory. Given these findings, they suggest that 
these instruments, as well as many others, are largely tapping into the same underlying 
construct. 
NA is defined as the disposition to experience distressing emotional states 
(Watson & Clark, 1984). High NA individuals are prone to such negative affects as 
nervousness, anger, sadness, guilt, shame, tension, worry, and so on, and they hold 
negative views of themselves. It is important to emphasize that negative affect can be 
measured both as a state and a trait (Watson, 1988), but that negative affectivity (or 
negative emotionality) is the term generally used to refer to the latter. Also, according to 
Watson and Clark (1984), individuals high in NA experience negative affects across 
situations and times, thus giving the dimension trait-like properties. This assertion has 
been supported in recent research (Levenson, Aldwin, Bosse, & Spiro, 1988). Finally, 
although the definition of the construct emphasizes the proneness towards distressing 
emotional states, NA is viewed as a normal dimension of personality, and it is widely 
found in clinical and nonclinical adult populations, as well as in children (Wolf, Finch, 
Saylor, Blount, Pallymeyer, & Carek, 1987). 
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One of the interesting features of NA is its relationship with various mental and 
physical health outcomes. For instance, NA has been found to correlate with symptoms 
such as panic, phobias, obsessions, compulsions, and depression (Watson, Clark, & 
Carey, 1988), as well as somatic complaints (Watson, 1988; Watson & Pennebaker, 
1989). However, the relationship between NA and objective health outcomes (blood 
pressure, serum risk factors, coronary heart disease, immune functioning, etc.) thus far 
appears to be minimal (Costa & McCrae, 1985, 1987; Watson & Pennebaker, 1989). This 
latter finding has led researchers to suggest that high NA individuals are perhaps prone to 
providing biased accounts of their symptoms and physical sensations. 
This finding has serious implications. Self-reported health and symptoms indices have 
been frequently employed as an outcome measure in the stress and coping literature. Yet 
these relationships may in fact be inflated, or spurious, if levels of NA were not 
statistically controlled, or ideally, if not used in conjunction with objective indices. 
Problems with Labels and Construct Overlap 
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Neuroticism and Trait Anxiety One point of potential confusion in the literature 
concerns the manner in which NA is discussed and measured. For instance, since the 
seminal paper in 1984 by Watson and Clark, NA and neuroticism are often used as 
interchangeable terms (e.g., Brett, Brief, Burke, George, Webster, 1990; Costa & 
McCrae, 1987; Levenson et al. 1988). Moreover, measures of neuroticism (e.g., Eysenck 
Personality Questionnaire), as well as trait anxiety (e.g., State-Trait Anxiety Inventory), 
are frequently used to operationalize the NA construct (e.g., Brett et al, 1990; Brief, 
Burke, George, Robinson, & Webster, 1988). This trend is not surprising for two reasons. 
First, Watson and Clark (1984) found that measures of neuroticism and trait anxiety were 
strong markers of the NA construct Measures of these constructs are readily available 
and their psychometric properties have been well documented over the course of decades 
of research. By contrast, pure measures of NA (see Tellegen, 1982) are either not yet in 
widespread use, or are still in the process of being developed (see Stokes & Levin, 1990). 
Second, Watson and Clark (1984) state that NA is conceptually similar to both trait 
anxiety and neuroticism: distressing emotions, particularly anxiety, are central to all three 
constructs. However, in their view NA is broader than trait anxiety, and it is 
unidimensional, unlike current conceptions of neuroticism (Mccrae & Costa, 1990; 
Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). Conceptual debates aside, Meyer and Shack (1989) recently 
found strong convergence between measures of NA and neuroticism, through use of 
factor-analysis. This study is significant because, not only does it support Watson and 
Clark's position, it provides a point for potential alignment between the literatures on 
mood and personality. 
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Neuroticism has been studied by Eysenck for well over a half century, and by 
countless other investigators in several different countries. Eysenck has long regarded 
neuroticism as one of the three major supertraits of personality (see Eysenck, 1952, 1970; 
Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). A similar position has been adopted by Costa and McCrae, 
who propose five major dimensions instead of three, but who nonetheless acknowledge a 
central role for neuroticism in their taxonomy (Costa & McCrae, 1985, 1987: McCrae & 
Costa, 1986; 1990). 
Hardiness and Dispositional Optimism The problem of overlapping constructs 
does not stop with neuroticism and trait anxiety. It has also recently been extended to 
hardiness and dispositional optimism. 
Hardiness was initially proposed by Kobasa (1979). This construct consists of 
three interrelated dimensions: control, commitment, and challenge. Essentially, through a 
variety of studies, Kobasa and her colleagues were able to show that persons high in 
hardiness were less vulnerable to the effects of stress (Kobasa, 1979; Kobasa, Maddi, & 
Courington, 1981; Kobasa, Maddi, & Kahn, 1982; Kobasa, Maddi, & Zola, 1983). 
However, critics have challenged that the construct is poorly measured (Funk & Houston, 
1987; Hull, Van Treuren, & Vimelli, 1987). Of particular concern for the present 
discussion is the finding that significant relationships between hardiness measures and 
stress and coping outcomes tend to diminish considerably when NA has been statistically 
controlled (Allred & Smith, 1989). Allred and Smith suggest that hardiness measures 
may actually be tapping the NA construct, not hardiness as it was initially conceptualized 
(see similar conclusions by Funk & Houston, 1987). 
The same argument has been leveled at dispositional optimism, a construct 
recently proposed by Carver and his colleagues (Carver & Gaines, 1987; Scheier, Carver, 
1985; Scheier & Carver, 1987; Scheier, Weintraub, & Carver, 1986). Individuals high in 
dispositional optimism hold generalized expectations of success. Optimists, unlike 
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pessimists, are thought to expect good things to happen, even during stressful encounters. 
Dispositional optimism, typically measured with the Life Orientation Test (LOT), has at 
least one common problem with various measures of hardiness: it is also seems to be 
heavily saturated with NA. Recently, for instance, Smith, Pope, Rhodewalt, and Poulton 
( 1989) made a strong statement in the abstract section of their critique of the LOT: 
"Thus, the LOT is virtually indistinguishable from measures of neuroticism, and 
previously reported findings using this scale are perhaps more parsimoniously interpreted 
as .reflecting neuroticism rather than optimism" (p. 640, underlined added). 
A similar point of convergence may exist between hardiness and dispositional 
optimism. Hull et al. ( 1987), for instance, in their critique of short and long forms of the 
hardiness construct, found modest correlations with the LOT, depending on which 
measure of hardiness were used, and whether the three components were aggregated or 
measured separately. 
Interestingly enough, Carver and Scheier (1985) acknowledge that dispositional optimism 
is conceptually similar to hardiness. In fact, in a recent review of their own work, they 
were willing to reinterpret findings from the hardiness literature to extend the reach of 
dispositional optimism (Scheier & Carver, 1987). 
Summary The discussion can thus far be summarized as follows: Measures of 
neuroticism and trait anxiety are used to operationalize NA because of their marker 
properties, and neuroticism and NA are now frequently used as interchangeable terms. 
Hardiness and dispositional optimism may overlap with each other, and both constructs 
have come under fire because of possibly being confounded with neuroticism. 
In light of the overlap issues, which would tend to support Watson and Clark's 
call for the recognition of the NA dimension, I submit that it is acceptable to relabel 
measures of neuroticism, trait anxiety, hardiness, and dispositional optimism as measures 
of NA--at least for the purpose of this investigation. Recall from Chapter I that each of 
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these traits has been found to be related to coping strategies. It is plausible to hypothesize 
that there are not four separate personality dimensions which predict how individuals 
cope with stress, but one dimension which repeatedly emerges under the guise of new 
measurement labels. 
Admittedly, relabeling certain measures to fit the NA construct is less than ideal 
as a research strategy. For instance, the overlap issue for hardiness and neuroticism 
continues to be debated and tested (Parkes, 1988; Smith & Williams, 1992; Williams, 
Wiebe, & Smith, 1992), and the same can be said for dispositional optimism (Scheier, 
Matthews, Owens, Magovem, Lefebvre, Abbot, & Carver, 1989). Measures of hardiness 
and dispositional optimism may be less than perfect measures of the NA construct, or 
they may be less than perfect measures of the constructs they were originally intended to 
measure, but saturated, to varying degrees, with NA. These issues have yet to be 
resolved. Moreover, including supposedly divergent personality measures into the same 
meta-analytic sample, for the purpose of deriving a overall effect size, runs the risk of 
diluting the findings. 
Yet I contend that the relabeling solution is still workable for two reasons. First, I 
assume that it might be possible to provide further justification for the NA argument as 
part of my investigation. Some studies have examined the NA-coping hypothesis by 
using more than one measure of NA. If these same studies also provide the relations 
among the various NA measures themselves, they could potentially be aggregated into a 
mini-matrix of effect sizes (i.e., neuroticism, trait anxiety, optimism, and hardiness 
correlated with each other). 
The second reason the solution is workable is contained in the methodology itself. 
Hedges and Olkin (1985) specify procedures for testing moderating influences on the 
relationship between the two variables of meta-analytic interest (this procedures is only 
invoked if the distribution of effect sizes is found to be heterogeneous). Basically the 
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effect sizes are broken down by study characteristics to examine between and within-
class differences (see Chapter III for a full discussion of the procedure). The NA 
measures, under their original labels, can then be used to construct a categorical model so 
that effect sizes can be compared across the different measures. 
For the purposes of this meta-analytic investigation, then, studies were retrieved 
that examined neuroticism, trait anxiety, hardiness, and dispositional optimism in relation 
to coping processes. 
Coping 
Most recent definitions of coping generally refer to the thoughts and behaviors 
that individuals engage in to manage (control, dampen, alleviate) stressful encounters 
(Billings & Moos, 1981; Carver, Scheier, & Weintraub, 1989; Endler & Parker, 1990; 
Lazarus & Folkman, 1984; Pearlin & Schooler, 1978). As discussed in Chapter I, this 
stands in contrast with earlier work, especially work influenced by psychoanalytic 
writers, which tended to emphasize coping styles, or traits. The transactional model, 
developed by Lazarus and his colleagues over several years, inspired a vigorous response 
to the problem of measuring coping strategies, which of course has been good for the 
overall health of the field. 
But perhaps the bad news is that there is no consensus about how many coping 
strategies individuals typically employ under stressful circumstances, or exactly what 
those strategies are. Numerous attempts have been made to create taxonomies of coping 
responses, and to classify them according to higher-order conceptual schemes. Arguably 
the most popular measure of coping strategies is the Ways of Coping Questionnaire, and 
its variations. Factor-analyses typically reveal seven or eight factors for this instrument. 
These include: confrontive coping, distancing, self-controlling, seeking social support, 
accepting responsibility, escape-avoidance, planful problem solving, and positive 
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reappraisal (Lazarus, 1993). Instruments created by other researchers, however, do not 
necessarily produce the same factors identified by the Lazarus group. For instance, Endler 
and Parker (1990), in creating their instrument, identified a three factor solution (task, 
emotion, and avoidance coping), whereas Carver et al. (1989) found fourteen separate 
factors in their theoretically-based measure. Finally, Billings and Moos (1981) created a 
rationally-derived instrument which can be scored for method of coping (consisting of 
active-behavioral, active cognitive, and avoidance strategies) or focus of coping (problem 
and emotion focused). Other instruments--and there are many other instruments that have 
been developed in the last ten years--seem to vary equally as much as those cited here. 
The lack of consensus over coping responses presents something of a problem for 
the present investigation. With instruments purporting to measure as few as three 
strategies and as many as fourteen, it is difficult to aggregate the findings across studies. 
There are at least two possible solutions that could be applied to solve this problem. One 
solution might be to develop a generic list of specific coping strategies, independent of 
any particular measure, and examine NA in relation to each strategy. But this would most 
likely result in unwieldy data analysis, assuming one could even create a taxonomy of 
generic strategies that proved satisfactory. 
A second strategy, and the one adopted in the present investigation, would be to 
combine coping responses into a higher-order conceptual scheme. For example, the 
Lazarus group argues that coping strategies can be understood in terms of their function. 
In their view, problem-focused coping responses are aimed at directly altering the 
stressor. Emotion-focused responses, by contrast, are aimed at regulating one's emotional 
response to the stressor. The Lazarus group maintains that individuals typically use both 
kinds of coping when navigating their way through a stressful encounter (Folkman & 
Lazarus, 1985). Moreover, the ratio of problem to emotion-focused strategies can vary 
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with the stage of the encounter (Folkman et al., 1986), as well as whether the encounter is 
perceived as changeable (Folkman & Lazarus, 1980). 
Not all investigators agree on the twofold coping scheme proposed by the Lazarus 
group. Carver et al. (1989), for example, argue that the scheme is inherently too simple 
and does not do justice to complexity of the coping process, whereas Moos and Billings 
(1982) suggest a role for a third domain, appraisal-focused coping, in addition to the two 
proposed by the Lazarus group. Nevertheless, I maintain that the scheme is useful 
because it provides one way to organize--and summarize quantitatively--an otherwise 
uneven body of literature. It should be quite possible to code measures and their subscales 
according to the problem- and emotion-focused definitions supplied by Lazarus, even in 
cases where the twofold conceptual scheme was not explicitly employed to measure 
coping per se, or used to interpret the study's findings. 
In sum, I have argued that neuroticism, trait anxiety, hardiness, and dispositional 
optimism--all individual differences that have been found to be linked to coping 
responses--can be used to operationalize NA. I have also argued that coping responses, 
which tend to be unevenly measured in the literature, can be subsumed under the two 
coping functions identified by the Lazarus group--strategies which attack the problem, 
and strategies which modulate emotions. These three constructs, then, serve as the 
predictor (NA) and the criteria (problem- and emotion-focused coping) for the present 
meta-analysis. 
In Chapter III, I report the particulars of the study retrieval process, the exact 




Study Retrieval Process 
The concept of coping really did not begin to receive much attention until the 
1970s, and did not really begin to blossom until the 1980s (Costa & Mccrae, 1989; 
Lazarus, 1993). Consequently, the literature was thoroughly searched as far back as 1965 
to locate potential studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis. (When this time frame was 
expanded, a limited search located no pertinent studies.) 
Efforts were made to conduct an exhaustive search of the appropriate literatures 
based on techniques previously developed by meta-analysts. In the first phase, 
Psychological Abstracts, Educational Resources Information Center, and Dissertation 
Abstracts were thoroughly searched by computer (CD-ROM) using a variety of key 
terms. For instance, "Coping" was paired with "Negative Affectivity." This procedure 
was then repeated with several other terms, such as Neuroticism, Trait Anxiety, 
Hardiness, Optimism, Personality, and so on. 
After the computer search was completed, manual searches were conducted. 
Initially, relevant abstracts not covered by the time parameters of the electronic methods 
were searched by hand. Next, the reference sections of the identified studies were 
inspected for pertinent citations not detected by prior search procedures. Finally, the 
tables of contents of journals that routinely cover topics related to personality, coping, or 
stress were systematically scanned for additional studies. These journals included: 
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Personality and Individual Differences. 
Journal of Personality, Journal of Personality Research, Journal of Behavioral Medicine. 
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and Stress Medicine. 
In all, approximately 800 abstracts and/or articles were reviewed on the basis of 
material identified with the computer searches, and hundreds of titles were systematically 
scanned manually using the other techniques. 
Criteria for Inclusion in Sample 
Several criteria needed to met before a study was considered appropriate for 
retrieval. Obviously, both constructs, NA and coping, had to be operationalized in some 
manner for the study to be considered for inclusion. NA was typically operationalized 
with measures of NA, neuroticism, trait anxiety, hardiness, and dispositional optimism. 
Generally the task of determining if a study included an appropriate measure of NA was 
relatively straightforward. Coping, however, required a bit more judgment because 
coping has historically been defined and measured in different ways. Consistent with the 
introductory discussion, studies which employed trait measures of coping were not 
included in the investigation. This excluded studies which examined constructs such as 
repression/sensitization or monitoring/blunting, because these constructs have trait-like 
properties. Coping was also differentiated from measures of defense mechanisms. 
Although there is confusion in the literature about the relationship between these two 
constructs, and whether one is a subset or another, or whether they can be used 
synonomously, studies were excluded if they purported to measure unconscious, 
regulatory mechanisms for dealing with intrapsychic conflict For the purposes of the 
investigation, coping strategies were viewed as conscious mechanisms that help 
individuals manage identifiable stressful encounters. 
Not only did both constructs have to measured to be considered for inclusion in 
the sample, the relationship between the two constructs had to have been tested in the 
original investigation. The studies generated by the search procedures could easily be 
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classified into one of three categories: (a) one group consisted of studies which were 
explicitly conducted to examine NA and coping; (b) a second group consisted of studies 
which were not conducted explicitly for the purpose of testing the NA-coping hypothesis, 
but which operationalized the two constructs for the purpose of testing other hypotheses--
and did report some empirical test between the two constructs, even though it may have 
been incidental to the primary focus of the investigation; and (c) a third group which was 
identical to the second group except that the relationship between the constructs was not 
reported. In the retrieval process, only the first and second groups were considered 
appropriate for possible inclusion in the sample. 
Based on the techniques and guidelines discussed above, 68 studies were located 
that actually tested the relationship between NA and coping responses. 
A few of these proved to be unusable for the following reasons: (a) the data reported were 
not amenable to being translated into effect sizes (e.g., coefficients from structural 
equation modeling); or (b) the operationalization of at least one of the constructs was 
ambiguous enough as defined by the coding criteria that coding decisions were simply 
too difficult to resolve (e.g., coping defined as religious beliefs or practices). In all, 62 
studies were retrieved that operationalized NA and problem- and/or emotion-focused 
coping. A list of these studies is provided in Appendix A. 
Coding Procedure 
Although a copy of the final codebook, as well as detailed coding instructions, can 
be found in Appendices Band C respectively, the information extracted from each study 
is summarized and clarified below. 
The year the study was published was coded as well as the source from where it 
was retrieved (i.e., journal article, book chapter, dissertation, thesis, presented paper, 
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unpublished paper). If relevant dissertations were later found to be available in published 
form, the published study was the version coded. 
Information about the sample of each study was coded. For instance, total number 
of subjects, total number of males and females, and mean age of subjects were recorded. 
Frequently the mean age of subjects was not reported, or sometimes age was reported as a 
range, or as a median. When age ranges were reported, a mean was calculated using the 
lower and upper most age limits. The median was used if mean data were not available. 
Other information coded concerning the sample included population information (e.g., 
whether the sample consisted of adults, adolescents, or children), the setting from which 
the sample was drawn (college, medical, mental health, and so on), and the stressor that 
subjects were asked about when reporting their coping strategies. 
Several pieces of information were coded with respect to the NA construct. As 
discussed in Chapter II, empirical evidence suggests that various personality constructs 
are actually tapping the NA personality dimension (Watson & Clark, 1984). 
Consequently, studies were retrieved that explored the effects of trait anxiety, 
neuroticism, hardiness, or dispositional optimism on coping strategies, because these 
constructs, though they go by different names, are thought to be tapping the underlying 
NA dimension. Thus, two pieces of information coded about the NA construct were the 
construct label used by the primary investigators (i.e., neuroticism, trait anxiety, 
dispositional optimism, hardiness, or negative affectivity) as well as the specific measure 
used to operationalize the construct. It should be noted that occasionally NA was the 
construct explicitly identified as being under investigation, but the construct was actually 
operationalized with a measure of neuroticism or trait anxiety. Generally, studies of this 
nature were conducted after the seminal NA paper by Watson and Clark (1984) where it 
was recognized that measures of trait anxiety and neuroticism are tapping a common 
construct. Most of the retrieved studies, however, have construct labels and measures 
which are consistent with each other. 
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Three types of reliability information were coded for both NA and coping: (a) 
type of reliability estimate reported; (b) whether the reliability information was calculated 
as part of the study, or simply reported from previous psychometric studies; (c) and the 
mean reliability estimate for the constructs. In general, if reliability information was 
recorded at all, it was provided in the form of alpha coefficients. However, if two types of 
reliability estimates were provided, for instance internal consistency and test-retest, this 
was coded, but the internal consistency estimates were preferred for coding reliability 
magnitudes. With respect to the coping measures, a range of estimates were commonly 
reported across different types of scales (i.e., problem- and emotion-focused scales). 
When this was the case, a mean reliability estimate was calculated on the basis of upper 
and lower limits, and these estimates were used for both problem- and emotion-focused 
coping scales, if specific scales estimates were not available. 
An ancillary question in the investigation concerned the relationships between the 
various NA measures. Recall that critics of hardiness and dispositional optimism 
measures have argued that these measures might more aptly be recast as another 
rediscovery of the NA construct. Thus, it was hoped that a partial test of this hypothesis 
could be further explored by coding the interrelations among the various NA measures in 
those studies--albeit perhaps only a small number--where multiple NA measures were 
actually employed. 
There were two other features of the coping construct that were coded, apart from 
the aforementioned reliability information. One of these was the number of items on the 
coping scale, when that information was made available by the primary investigators. 
Occasionally, number of items would not be reported, but if the name of the scale was 
provided, and it was popular scale in the literature (e.g., the Ways of Coping Checklist, or 
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the COPE), it was sometimes possible to use the information disclosed in other sources. 
This practice was not employed, however, if the primary investigator noted that the 
coping measure had been modified to fit a particular sample or set of investigatory goals. 
The second piece of coping information coded was number scales that could be 
classified as problem-focused coping and emotion-focused coping, respectively. Recall 
from Chapter II that problem-focused coping refers to efforts to alter the stressful 
encounter, whereas emotion-focused coping refers to the ways that individuals regulate 
their emotional response to the situation. This general statement was used as a broad 
guideline in determining how scales should be classified in the coding scheme. Of course, 
this is an imperfect solution because not all coping strategies can be expected to fall 
neatly within these two categories. Some scales appear to have both problem- and 
emotion-focused functions; moreover, many coping measures were not developed with 
this higher order classification scheme in mind. The following decision rules were 
applied in making problem- and emotion-focused distinctions: (a) if the primary 
investigators presented their information in terms of the problem- and emotion-focused 
scheme, this information was preferred in coding both the number of strategies for each 
category and the effect size estimates; (b) if the primary investigators did not present their 
findings in terms of the two broad categories, but employed a measure that has been 
previously interpreted according to this scheme (e.g., The Ways of Coping Checklist, the 
COPE, etc.), then efforts were made to be consistent with the previous literature on the 
scale (e.g., the Ways of Coping Checklist is often interpreted as having two problem-
focused scales and four to six emotion- focused scales); and ( c) if the instrument appeared 
to be without precedent for the two broad categories, then the guideline cited above was 
used in making distinctions. It should also be noted that a coping measure was often 
described in the method section of a report, but then the full measure was not used, or at 
least not reported, in the findings. The decision rule in this case was to code the number 
of problem- and emotion-focused scales that were actually reported in the findings. But 
this rule was not employed without some exceptions. For instance, in some cases, 
investigators mentioned that only those scales that showed significant relations with the 
coping criterion were reported. In this case it becomes a question of coding non-
significant findings, even though the missing scales, or the corresponding non-significant 
relations, are not actually reported. However, in other cases, it is not clear whether 
investigators omitted certain scales for reasons other than lack of significance (e.g., in at 
least one instance the investigators noted that a scale was flatly excluded because of poor 
reliability); here the information must be coded as missing. Coding in such cases could 
not always be resolved with a blanket decision rule. 
The remaining information that was coded concerns the effect size estimates and 
the procedure used to calculate the estimates. Because the overwhelming majority of 
studies that have tested the NA-coping hypothesis are correlational in nature, Rosenthal's 
(1991) r was used as the effect size estimate. In most cases, correlation coefficients could 
be easily obtained from intercorrelation tables. It is important to note, however, that a 
simple averaging process is not considered appropriate when collapsing information 
across coefficients within a study (Cooper, 1989; Rosenthal, 1991). Meta-analysts 
typically advise that rs first be transformed to zs before the averages are calculated. In the 
investigation, a single effect size was calculated for NA and problem-focused coping, and 
then for NA and emotion-focused coping. Because multiple scales were often used to 
operationalize the two coping categories, rs were transformed to zs to calculate averages, 
and then transformed back to rs again for coding effect size estimates on the coding sheet. 
The procedural information refers to the method of obtaining the effect size 
estimates (e.g., correlations coefficients, means and standard deviations). Although 
correlation matrices were generally available for information extraction in nearly all of 
the studies, occasionally the NA-coping hypothesis was tested in another fashion (e.g., 
using tor .E statistics.). In these instances, the statistics were transformed tor, using 
procedures identified by Rosenthal (1991). 
Appendices D and E show the effect sizes for NA and problem- and emotion-
focused coping respectively, along with sample sizes, NA and coping measures, and 
corresponding citations. 
Interrater Agreement and Reliability 
To insure adequacy of the coding system, a sample of studies (473) was selected 
and independently coded by a doctoral student in counseling psychology with . 
considerable experience in meta-analysis who had been trained on the coding system 
described above. Discrepancies were resolved by discussion. 
Because coded variables were of two kinds, categorical and continuous, both rater 
agreement and reliability were calculated using Cohen's kappa and intraclass correlation 
respectively (Tinsley & Weiss, 1975). The results are reported in Table 1. For the 
categorical variables, the estimates ranged from . 70 to 1.00, with the bulk of the estimates 
at .86 or better. For the continuous variables, the estimates ranged from .29 to 1.00. 
Caution is advised, however, in interpreting the intraclass estimates. Although most of the 
intraclass estimates were well within acceptable limits, three of them were not: PF est 
(problem-focused reliability estimate), EF est variable( emotion-focused reliability 
estimate), and r problem (effect size for problem-focused coping). In these instances, 
severe range restrictions were suspected. Range restrictions are known to produce 
underestimates in intraclass correlations (Tinsley & Weiss, 1975), so Finn's r (an 
interrater reliability statistic not influenced by range restrictions) was also calculated for 
these three selected variables. These results are reported in Table 1, and as can be seen, 
they are all 1.00. In general, then, agreement and reliability estimates for the coding 
procedures were found to be acceptable. 
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Table 1 
Agreement and Reliability Estimates for Catei:orical and Continuous Coded Variables 
Variable Intraclass a Kappa Finn's r Simple agreement 
Year 1.00 1.00 
Subjects 1.00 1.00 
Males 1.00 .90 
Females 1.00 .86 
Age .98 .83 
NA reliability 1.00 1.00 
Items .97 .78 
Strategies .98 .90 
Problem .98 .90 
Emotion .99 .86 
PF est b .34 1.00 .83 
EF est b .29 1.00 .78 
rproblem b .63 1.00 .83 
remotion .96 .86 
Source 1.00 1.00 
Population 1.00 1.00 
Setting .95 .97 
Stressor .70 .79 
Construct label .95 .97 
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Table 1 continued 
Variable Intraclass a Kappa Finn's r Simple agreement 
NA Measure .96 .97 
NA type .94 .97 
NA how .89 .93 
Coping measure .94 .97 
Cope type .88 .90 
Cope how .94 .97 
Procedure .86 .97 
Note. Intraclass correlations are shown for continuous variables; Kappas are shown for categorical 
variables; simple agreement rates are shown for all variables. Year= year of publication; Subjects = 
number of subjects; Males = number of male subjects; Females = number of female subjects; Age = mean 
age of sample; NA reliability =reliability estimate for NA measure; Items = number of items on coping 
scale; Strategies= number of coping strategies on coping instrument; Problem= number of problem 
focused subscales on coping instrument; Emotion = number of emotion focused subscales on coping 
instrument; PF est= reliability estimates for problem-focused coping; EF est= reliability estimate for 
emotion-focused coping; r prob= effect sizer for NA and problem focused coping; r emot =effect sizer 
for NA and emotion-focused coping; Source= source of study; Population= population of sample (e.g., 
adults, adolescents, children); Setting = setting of study (e.g., college, community, patient); Stressor = 
stressor as identified by coping instrument; Construct label= NA label before it was recoded for present 
study (e.g., trait anxiety, neuroticism); NA measure= name of NA measure; NA type= type of reliability 
estimate reported (e.g., internal consistency, test-retest, etc.); NA how= how reliability was reported (e.g., 
as part of study, or cited from previous research); Coping measure = name of coping instrument used in 
Table 1 continued 
study; Cope type = type of reliability estimate reported; Cope how = how reliability was reported; 
Procedure = procedure used to calculate effect size. 
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a Between raters variance was treated as appropriate error and thus included in the calculation of all 
intraclass correlations. b Low estimates were suspected to result from a restriction in the range of scores; 
thus Finn's r was also calculated. 
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Statistical Analyses 
The data were analyzed with DSTAT (Johnson, 1989), a statistical program 
explicitly constructed for the purpose of performing meta-analytic calculations. As 
previously noted, r was used as the effect size estimate to represent the relationships 
between NA and problem- and emotion-focused coping for each study selected for the 
sample. DST AT readily permits meta-analysts to correct the individual effect size 
estimates (i.e., r values) for sampling error by using procedures identified by Hedges and 
Olkin (1985). Essentially, this step involves weighting the individual effect size estimates 
by corresponding samples sizes, prior to calculating the overall estimates. Thus, the first 
step in the analysis was to obtain overall unbiased estimates for the relationships between 
NA and problem- and emotion-focused coping (two data sets were created and analyzed 
separately). 
After the overall effect sizes estimates were calculated, heterogeneity tests were 
performed on the two overall distributions of effect sizes, based again on procedures 
identified by Hedges and Olkin. This required the calculation of the Q t statistic, which 
has an approximate chi-square distribution with k - 1 degrees of freedom, where k is the 
number of samples in the analysis. A homogeneous distribution suggests that the group of 
studies share an effect size in common; any variability is then reasonably assumed to 
result from sampling error. By contrast, a heterogeneous distribution, indicated by a 
statistically significant Q t value, suggests the presence of moderating influences, which 
can be tested with categorical or continuous models. 
Categorical models can be fitted to the effect sizes based on procedures specified 
by Hedges and Olkin (1985). Studies are partitioned according to potentially important 
study characteristics that are hypothesized to moderate the relationship under. 
investigation. The Q b statistic is computed (which has an approximate chi-square 
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distribution with l! - 1 degrees of freedom, where l! is equals the number of classes for a 
given model) to test for between-class differences. The Q w statistic is computed (which 
has an approximate chi-square distribution with k -12 degrees of freedom) to determine if 
there is significant within-class variability (note that within-class variability can also be 
computed for each particular class in the grouping). The Q b statistic and the Q w statistic 
are evaluated in conjunction to each other. Ideally, an adequate model is one where 
between-class variability is large, suggesting real differences across classes of effect 
sizes, but within-class variability is small, suggesting minimal differences among effect 
sizes within the classes. A model in which between group variability is found, but within-
group variability is still large, can not be considered to be well specified. 
The heterogeneity tests and the moderator analyses were conducted with DSTAT. 
It should be noted that the program performs these analyses according to formulae 
presented by Hedges and Olkin (1985), who base their adjustments on the effect size, g. 
The program automatically converts entered r values to g values, and all moderator 
analyses are technically based on g values. However, this does not effect the 
interpretation of the analyses as applied to r (personal communication, Blair Johnson, 
1993). (See also Rosenthal, 1991, for a discussion of how r can be easily converted tog 
and vice versa.) 
Finally, continuous models can also be tested by using procedures specified by 
Rosenthal (Rosenthal, 1991; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1982), a feature which has recently been 
incorporated into the latest version of DST AT (Johnson, 1993). Essentially, this involves 
computing a unit-normal Z (see Rosenthal, p. 80; or Johnson, 1993, p. 8) to express the 
linear relationship between a continuous study characteristic (e.g., number of items on a 
coping instrument) and the magnitude of the effect sizes. Values ofZ can be positive or 
negative, depending upon the direction of the relationship. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The central questions of this study hinge on the argument that supposedly diverse 
measures of personality are actually tapping the same underlying construct, NA (Watson 
& Clark, 1984). On the basis of recent critiques, I argued in Chapter II that measures of 
hardiness and dispositional optimism could appropriately be included among those 
instruments identified by Watson and Clark as tapping NA. My investigation provided a 
limited opportunity to examine this argument using the data base of studies created for 
the meta-analysis. 
Table 2 shows the intercorrelations between measures of neuroticism, trait 
anxiety, hardiness, and dispositional optimism. Note that these estimates represent 
correlations reported for six independent samples, and the citations for these samples are 
provided in the note at the bottom of the table. Two of the six estimates are composites 
based on r -to- z transformation procedures (these estimates are also identified in the note 
below the table). The other four estimates are based on single studies. 
Taken as a group, the pattern of correlations suggests that the measures are indeed 
tapping into a common construct The relationship between neuroticism and trait anxiety 
is particularly remarkable because it approaches the relabilities estimates typically 
obtained by the various measures of these two constructs. Hardiness appears to show the 
weakest relationship with other measures (e.g., .41 between neuroticism and hardiness), 
but perhaps this is not surprising given the checkered measurement history of that 
construct. Dispositional optimism seems to be strongly related to the other three 
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Table 2 





N TA HD DO 
Note. N = neuroticism; TA = trait anxiety; HD =hardiness; DO = dispositional optimism. 
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Estimates were obtained from following sources (found in Appendix A): aHoutman (1990); bcallahan 
(1991); CCarver, Scheier, & Weintraub (1989); dcallahan (1991); esmith, Pope, Rhodewalt, & Poulton 
(1989) (note that this is an averaged value obtained from two sample estimates provided in the same 




Overall, these data appear to support the arguments presented in Chapter II about 
the pervasiveness of NA in the personality literature. Consequently, for the purposes of 
this investigation, measures of neuroticism, trait anxiety, hardiness, and dispositional 
optimism will be relabled as NA. 
NA and Problem-Focused Coping 
Description of Study Characteristics 
Table 3 summarizes the major characteristics of the studies used in this meta-
analysis. Fifty one samples were used in the analysis, which resulted in a total N of 7,856. 
The average sample size was 154.04. The population was primarily adult (96.08%) and 
drawn from college settings (47.063). The average age of the subjects was 33.07. The 
majority of studies were obtained from journals (76.47), and not suprisingly, given the 
recent surge of interest in coping, most of the studies from which the samples were 
obtained had been published in the last four years (74.513). 
Unbiased Effect Size Estimate 
After individual effect size estimates were weighted by sample size to correct for 
sampling bias (Hedges & Olkin, 1985), the composite Iu for all 51 samples was -.16. The 
calculation of a 953 confidence interval suggested that Iu was significantly greater than 
zero, given that zero did not fall within the interval (-.18 to -.14). The unbiased composite 
value of Iu provides modest support for the hypothesis that NA is negatively related to 
problem-focused coping. However, as predicted, the homogeneity test was found to be 
significant (Qt_= 617.59 with 50 degrees of freedom, p < .001), indicating that the 
distribution of scores did not appear to share a common effect size. Moderator analyses 
were then conducted with selected study characteristics derived from the coding process. 
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Tahle 3 
Characteristics of Studies Included in Meta-Analyses 
Analysis 
Problem-Focused Emution-FoclL'ied 
Characteristic % M % M 
Year of Publication 
1975 1 1.96 1 1.61 
1982 1 1.61 
1984 1.96 1 1.61 
1985 1 1.61 
1986 6 11.76 7 11.29 
1987 2 3.92 3 4.84 
1988 3 5.88 4 6.45 
1989 11 21.57 13 20.97 
1990 14 27.45 16 25.81 
1991 5 9.80 5 8.06 
1992 8 15.69 10 16.13 
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Table 3 continued 
Analysis 
Problem-Focused Emotion-Focused 
Characteristic % M % M 
Source of Publication 
Journal 39 76.47 48 77.42 
Book 1 1.96 2 3.23 
Thesis 3 5.88 3 4.84 
Dissertation 8 15.69 9 14.52 
Population 
Adults 49 96.08 51 91.94 
Adolescents 2 3.92 2 3.23 
Children 3 4.84 
Setting 
College 24 47.06 27 43.55 
Community 9 17.65 11 17.74 
Graduate 2 3.92 2 3.23 
Patient 10 19.61 12 19.35 
Other 3 5.88 7 11.29 
Mixture3 3 5.88 3 4.84 
Sample Size 51 154.04 62 161.74 
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Table 3 continued 
Analysis 
Problem-Focused Emotion-Focused 
Characteristic 3 M 3 M 
Subject Age 51 33.07 62 32.41 
Note. Problem-Focused= studies included in the NA and problem-focused coping meta-analysis; 
Emotion-Focused = studies included in the NA and emotion-focused coping meta-analysis; k = number of 
samples. aMixture = samples drawn from more than one setting. 
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Tests of Categorical Models 
The following study characteristics were identified as potential moderating 
variables: type of stressor under which coping was reported to occur, type of setting from 
which samples were selected, population, source of sample, name of NA measure, and 
sex. Note that smaller numbers of samples decrease the power of the moderator analyses. 
The results of the categorical tests are reported in Table 4. 
Stressor Between-class differences were not found for stressors. Thus, the 
association between NA and problem-focused coping did not change when different 
classes of stressors were identified. 
Setting Between-class differences were found, however, when setting was tested 
as a moderating influence. The largest effect size was found in samples selected from 
college settings (I+= -.21). Moreover, post hoc analyses (Hedges & Olkin, 1985) 
revealed that the effect size for college setting was significantly larger than for general 
community setting (:Q < .001), and that the effect sizes for patient samples and other 
samples (e.g., management trainees) were also significantly larger than the effect size for 
general community settings. Setting, however, can not be regarded as an adequate 
moderator. Although the Q b value was significant, the within-class values were also 
significant for five of the six classes. Thus, significant heterogeneity remains. 
Ponulation The effect sizes between adults and adolescents were not significantly 
different, as indicated by the between-class value shown in Table 4. Caution is advised 
here, however, because the number of samples for adolescents was extremely low (k = 2). 
Source As noted in Table 4, between-classes differences were found among the 
source of the samples. The effect size for theses was largest (I+ = -.41 ), and was 
significantly larger than the effect sizes for journals and dissertations (us< .001). The 
effect sizes for journal and book samples were also significantly larger than the 
dissertation effect size (lls < .001). The effect size for dissertation does seem unusually 
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low, but no explanation is readily apparent. Overall, three of the four within-class values 
were significant for source, indicating that source is another study characteristic that can 
not be considered to be a completely adequate moderator of NA and problem-focused 
copmg. 
NA Measure Between-class differences were found for the type of NA measure 
employed in the samples. The largest effect size was found in samples that employed 
multiple measures (Mult) of the NA construct (r+ = -.42). Recall that when multiple 
measures of NA were operationalized in a study, a composite value was derived to 
represent the NA-coping relationship. The composite effect size for multiple measures 
was significantly larger than the effect sizes for the EPQ (Eysenck Personality Inventory; 
neuroticism scale), NEO (NEO Personality Inventory; neuroticism scale), STAI (State--
Trait Anxiety Inventory; trait anxiety scale), PVS (Personal Views Survey; hardiness), 
LOT (Life Orientation Test; dispositional optimism), and other (12s < .001). In addition, 
the STAI was significantly larger than the EPQ (12 < .01), the NEO (12 < .001), the LOT (12 
< .05), and other (12 <.05). Finally, the PVS effect size was significantly larger than the 
NEO effect size (12 < .05). Although between-class differences were found, within-class 
variability was significant for every class, indicating once again that the type of measure 
used to operationalize NA could not be considered as an adequate moderator of NA and 
problem-focused coping. 
Sex Samples were also broken down into effect sizes obtained from female only 
samples, male only samples, and samples which contained both sexes. As reported in 
Table 4, significant differences were found between these classes, with the male effect 
size (r+ = -.26) being the largest of the three. Post-hoc analyses revealed that effect sizes 
for males and both sexes were significantly different than for females (ns < .001). Once 
again, however, issues concerning statistical power make the fmdings suspect; moreover, 
Table 4 
Effect Size Estimates and Tests of Categorical Models for NA and Problem-Focused Coping 
Sample I 
class 














































r+ 95 %CI 
forr+ 
6.67 
-.16 -.19/-.14 359.30*** 
-.16 -.19/-.13 174.15*** 
-.07 -.14/ .01 8.67* 
-.19 -.25/-.13 15.65*** 
-.17 -.21/-.11 53.14*** 
94.22*** 
-.21 -.23/ -.19 230.20** 
.01 -.03/ .05 20.20* 
-.13 -.21/ -.03 3.91 
-.17 -.21/ -.13 145.46*** 
-.16 -.20/ -.10 78.38*** 
-.13 -.20/ -.07 45.19*** 
1.83 
-.16 -.17/ -.14 591.99*** 
-.21 -.28/-.14 23.76*** 
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r+ 95 %CI 
forr+ 
89.03*** 
-.18 -.20/ -.16 428.03*** 
-.28 -.41/ -.12 0.0 
-.41 -.47/ -.33 49.85*** 
-.03 -.011 .01 50.61*** 
70.94*** 
-.10 -.13/ -.06 93.39*** 
-.03 -.091 .03 12.94** 
-.21 -.25/-.18 161.16*** 
-.21 -.27/ -.15 30.82*** 
-.12 -.15/ -.09 26.29** 
-.11 -.15/ -.07 101.85*** 
-.42 -.46/ -.38 26.63*** 
70.94*** 
-.26 -.42/ -.07 0.0 
.04 -.01/ .09 27.88*** 
-.18 -.20/ -.17 518.76*** 
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Table 4 continued 
Note. k =number of samples in overall analysis; m= number of sample classes; Ilij =number of subjects; 
r+ =unbiased within-class effect size estimates; CI =confidence interval; Q b =between class homogeneity 
statistic; Q w = within class homegeneity statistic. Stressor = the stressor as identified by the instructions of 
the coping instrument; medical= medical condition. EPQ =Eysenck Personality Questionaire (neuroticism 
scale); NEO = NEO Personality Inventory (neuroticism scale); STAI= State Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait 
anxiety scale); PVS =Personal Views Survey (hardiness); LOT= Life Orientation Test (dispositional 
optimism); Mult = multiple measures of NA construct collapsed into a single effect size estimate. 
*** n < .001 **n < .01 * n < .os 
significant heterogeneity was also found in two of the three classes, so the model is far 
from ideal as a moderator. 
Tests of Continuous Models 
Continuous models were examined using the focused comparison method 
specified by Rosenthal and Rubin (1984). As noted earlier, a z score is calculated with 
this procedure to express the linear relationship between a single continuous study 
characteristic and the effect size estimates. 
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Three possible moderators were suggested by the coding process: total number of 
items used to operational coping responses (CI); total number of coping strategies 
operationalized by the instrument (CS); and total number of strategies that could be 
classified as problem-focused (PFCS). Based on two- tailed probability, the CI model 
was not significant (z = 1.42; k = 43 ), however, the other two models were. The CS 
model yielded a z of 5. 78 (J2 < .001; k = 51 ), and the PFCS model yielded a z of 7 .59 (Q < 
.001; k = 51). Therefore, instruments which operationalized higher numbers of coping 
strategies, and higher numbers of strategies that could be classified as problem-focused, 
were associated with effect sizes of larger (negative) magnitude. 
NA and Emotion-Focused Coping 
DescriQtion of Study Characteristics 
Table 3 also summarizes the characteristics for the NA and emotion-focused 
coping meta-analysis. Sixty two samples resulted in a total n of 10,028. The average 
sample size was 161.74. Similar to the previous meta-analysis, the primary population 
consisted of adults (91.94%) selected from college settings (43.55%). The average age of 
the subjects was 32.41. The majority of studies were obtained from journals (77.42 % ), 
and the bulk of the samples were obtained from publications in the last four years 
(70.973). 
Unbiased Effect Size Estimate 
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After correcting for sample error bias, the composite ru for all 62 samples was 
.11. The calculation of a 95 % confidence interval suggested that ru was significantly 
greater than zero (.10 to .13). Thus, modest support was found for the hypothesis that NA 
is positively associated with emotion-focused coping. Because the homogeneity test was 
significant (.Qt_= 818.63 with 61 degrees of freedom, p < .001), the differences in the 
effect sizes could not be attributed to sampling fluctuation alone. Moderator analyses 
were then conducted. 
Tests of Categorical Models 
The study characteristics identified in the previous meta-analysis were also tested 
in this analysis. The results of these tests are reported in Table 5. Stressor A significant 
between-class value was found for type of stressor. The largest effect size, r+ = .25, was 
found for crisis, and post hoc analyses found that it was significantly larger than effect 
sizes for stressful situations (12 < .001), medical conditions (12 < .05), and other (12 < .01). 
Moreover, the effect size for life events was significantly larger than for stressful 
situations (12 < .001), medical conditions (12 <.05), and other (Ji< .001). All five of the 
classes yielded significant within-class variability, so the model can not be considered 
adequate as a moderator. 
Setting Between-class differences were found for the setting from which samples 
were drawn. The largest effect size, I+= .25, was found for the mixture class (e.g., 
combinations of general community, patient, etc.), and it was significantly larger than the 
effect sizes for college (12 < .01), general community (12 < .05), and other samples (12 < 
.001). The effect sizes obtained for patient samples was significantly different than those 
obtained from college, general community, and other samples. Also, college samples and 
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general samples were significantly different than other samples. All six classes yielded 
significant within-class statistics, thus setting is not an adequate moderating influence for 
NA and emotion-focused coping. 
Population Table 5 also reports the between-class value for population, which is 
significant. The effect size for adolescents is significantly larger than the effect sizes for 
adults and children (ns < .001). But these findings should be interpreted cautiously 
because two of the three classes have very low ks. Additionally, significant within-class 
variability was found for two of the three classes, so the population model can not be 
considered adequate. 
Source The Q b value was also significant for the source of the samples. Table 5 
shows that the highest effect size was for theses, which was significantly higher than the 
effect sizes for journals (n < .001) and dissertations (n < .01). In addition, the effect size 
for book chapters was significantly higher than for journals (p < .01) and dissertations (p 
< .01). Once again, however, the moderator group failed to reduce the within-class 
variability to acceptable levels, thus the model has be considered questionable. 
NA Measure As reported in Table 5, between-class differences were also found 
for the type of NA measure employed in the samples, and the primary findings concern 
the LOT (Life Orientation Test; dispositional optimism), and the class labeled other. The 
r+ value for the LOT was zero, and all the other classes, except other, had significantly 
larger effect sizes (p < .05 top< .001). The effect size for other was also significantly 
smaller than the effect sizes for the STAI (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; trait scale) (p < 
.05), and for class labeled multiple measures (n < .001). Else, post hoc analyses found 
that the measures did not significantly differ from each other. All seven of the classes 
yielded significant within-class variability estimates, thus the NA measure can not be 
considered as an adequate moderator. 
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Sex Table 5 also shows the results of sex as potential moderator of NA and 
emotion-focused coping. As with the other models, the between-class statistic is 
significant but so are the within-class statistics. The effect size for females was 
significantly higher than for males and samples which selected both sexes for 
investigation(QS < .001). In addition, the effect size for both was also significantly higher 
than the effect size of males en < . 01 ). But again, the Q w values indicated that 
significant variability remains within each of the classes. Thus the model can not be 
considered as a suitable moderator. 
Tests of Continuous Models 
Rosenthal and Rubin's (1984) focused comparison method was used to test three 
continuous models: total number of items on the coping instrument (CI); total number of 
strategies on the coping instrument (CS); and total number of that could be classified as 
emotion-focused (EFCS). Based on two tailed probabilities, each model resulted in 
significant values. The CI model yielded a z; of -2.89 en< .01; k = 53); the CS model 
yielded a z; of -2.29 (I!< .05; k = 62); and the PFCS model yielded a z; of -1.97 (I!< .05; k 
= 62). These findings indicated that smaller effect sizes were 
associated with coping instruments with more items, more total coping strategies, and 
more total strategies that could be classified as emotion-focused. 
The Two Unbiased Estimates Compared to Each Other 
The estimate for NA and problem-focused coping Cru = -16) was statistically 
compared with the estimate for emotion-focused coping (ru = .11 ), using a standard test 
of difference for comparing independent correlations (Bruning & Kintz, 1968). The 
estimates did not significantly differ from each other in absolute magnitude. Thus, the 
prediction was not confirmed that NA would yield a stronger association with emotion-
focused coping than with problem-focused coping. 
Table 5 
Effect Size Estimates and Tests of Categorical Models for NA and Emotion-Focused Coping 
San1ple I r+ 95 %CI 
class forr+ 
Stressor 62 43.95*** 
Situations 30 5,022 .09 .07/ .14 438.83*** 
Life events 15 2,396 .18 .15/ .20 186.11*** 
Crisis 2 335 .25 .18/ .32 14.33*** 
Medical 8 1,100 .10 .051 .11 107.93*** 
Other 7 1,175 .07 .02/ .11 27.49*** 
Setting 78.31*** 
College 27 4,487 .11 .091 .13 290.53*** 
Community 10 1,736 .11 .07/ .14 94.28*** 
Graduate 3 237 .09 .01/ .16 17.61 *** 
Patient 12 1,300 .21 .18/ .25 99.89*** 
Other 7 1,817 .02 -.01/ .05 229.55*** 
Mixture 3 451 .25 .19/ .30 8.46* 
Population 26.68*** 
Adults 57 8,595 .11 .10/ .13 693.66*** 
Adolescents 2 323 .29 .21/ .36 1.86 
Children 3 1,110 .06 .021 .10 96.43*** 




















































r+ 95 3 CI 
for r+ 
33.00*** 
.11 .08/ .12 624.27*** 
.27 .19/ .36 13.69** 
.29 .21/ .36 11.14* 
.11 .08/ .15 136.52*** 
113.52*** 
.15 .11/ .19 49.30*** 
.17 .11/ .23 23.09*** 
.17 .14/ .19 294.12*** 
.14 .08/ .21 30.19*** 
.00 -.021 .03 99.58*** 
.06 .04/ .11 184.08*** 
.24 .19/ .28 24.75*** 
38.89*** 
.02 -.02/ .07 32.79*** 
.24 .19/ .28 68.27*** 
.11 .091 .12 678.68*** 
Table 5 continued 
Note. k =number of samples in overall analysis; m =number of sample classes; Ilij =number of subjects; 
r+ =unbiased within effect size estimates; CI= confidence interval; Q b =between class homogeneity 
statistic; Q w = within class homegeneity statistic. Stressor = the stressor as identified by the instructions of 
the coping instrument; medical = medical condition. EPQ = Eysenck Personality Questionaire (neuroticism 
scale); NEO = NEO Personality Inventory (neuroticism scale); STAI= State Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait 
anxiety scale); PVS =Personal Views Survey (hardiness); LOT= Life Orientation Test (dispositional 
optimism); Mult = multiple measures of NA construct collapsed into a single effect size estimate. 
*** I! < .0()1 **I! < .01 * I! < .05 
CHAPTERV 
DISCUSSION 
I used meta-analytic methodology in this study to explore the relationship 
between NA and problem- and emotion-focused coping. In Chapter I, I predicted that NA 
would be negatively and significantly related to problem-focused coping, and positively 
and significantly related to emotion-focused coping. In addition, I also predicted that the 
relationship between NA and emotion-focused coping would be stronger than the 
relationship for NA and problem-focused coping. The results of this study provide 
modest support for the first two hypotheses, but not the third. 
NA and Coping 
Magnitude of Overall Estimates 
The overall unbiased relationship (ru) between NA and problem-focused coping 
was -.16. The overall unbiased relationship between NA and emotion-focused coping was 
.11. Although the confidence intervals for each relationship suggested that both estimates 
are significantly different from zero, these values are small. Put another way, NA 
explained three percent of the variance in problem-focused coping, and one percent of the 
variance in emotion-focused coping. Taken at face value, these estimates suggest that NA 
plays only a modest role in determining the use of coping strategies. 
That the overall relationships were small in this meta-analysis would 
undoubtedly not come as a surprise to the Lazarus group. Lazarus has consistently held 
the position that individual differences play a modest role, at best, in the coping process, 
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and that contextual determinants should be given the starring role (Lazarus, 1993; 
Folkman & Lazarus, 1980; Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The results of this study do not 
refute their position. Even if the possible sources of bias are taken into account (discussed 
later), and the overall results are viewed as underestimates of the relationship between 
NA and coping, the bulk of the variance in coping was left unexplained. Situational 
factors are undoubtedly better predictors of coping responses than is the disposition to 
experience negative affect. 
But this does not mean that NA should be automatically discounted or brushed 
aside in the coping process. In fact, it may be instructive to evaluate the overall findings 
of this study in light of Rosenthal's Binomial Effect Size Display (BESD) (Rosenthal, 
1991; Rosenthal & Rubin, 1981). The BESD allows us to gauge the practical importance 
of estimated effect sizes by addressing the success rate (e.g., rate of improvement in 
prediction) afforded by assessing our variable of interest. The increase in prediction is 
indicated quite simply by the estimated coefficient itself. In the case of problem-focused 
coping, when NA is taken into account, the rate of improvement in prediction is increased 
by 16 percent (i.e., ru = -.16); for emotion-focused coping, assessment of NA will 
improve predictive accuracy by 11 percent (i.e., ru = .11 ). Viewed from this perspective, 
the findings take on a different light. Now we can see the practical significance of 
acknowledging a role for individual differences--namely NA--in the coping process. 
At the other extreme, the findings of this study do not support the position taken 
by Costa and McCrae. Recall from the introductory chapter that Costa and McCrae 
suggest that coping efforts are "epiphenomenon" of personality; that coping efforts do not 
have casual status apart from personality (Costa and Mccrae, 1989; McCrae & Costa, 
1986). The results of my meta-analysis would appear to be inconsistent with their 
hypothesis. If their hypothesis were supported, I would have found relationships of a 
much stronger magnitude. 
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Nor do my meta-analytic estimates make a satisfactory case for suggesting that 
coping is a generative mechanism between NA and distress (i.e., as a variable that 
accounts for the relationship between NA and distress). For instance, Bolger's (1990) 
conclusions about the role of NA in the coping process also contradict the position held 
by Costa and Mccrae. He argues that coping mediates the relationship between NA and 
distress. That is, NA may lead to ineffective coping, and ineffective coping, in turn, may 
lead to distress. But my findings offer only weak support for Bolger's conclusions. Larger 
overall estimates would have made the mediational hypothesis more convincing. Indeed, 
it may be equally plausiable to suggest that the effects of NA on distress occur through a 
direct path. Both of these hypotheses are important directions for future research. 
Relative Strength of Two Overall Estimates 
Although I found modest support for two of the hypotheses concerning NA and 
coping, I did not find support for the third hypothesis. I had predicted that the relationship 
between NA and emotion-focused coping would be stronger than the relationship 
between NA and problem-focused coping. Initially, this seemed plausible because 
stressful situations are occasions for arousal, and it would seem that individuals who are 
dispositionally prone to distress would have to exert considerable effort in deploying 
strategies aimed at helping them cope with their attendant emotions. But I found no 
evidence in this meta-analysis to support this hypothesis. Instead, there was no significant 
difference in magnitude between the two overall estimates. 
This finding merits a bit of speculation. Emotion-focused coping strategies are 
aimed at regulating the affect resulting from a stressful situation, whereas problem-
focused coping strategies are aimed at doing something about the situation itself. It could 
be simply that efforts applied toward one function are roughly proportional to efforts 
taken away from the other function. For instance, it might be difficult to avoid a problem 
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(one strategy to alleviate emotional distress) and to approach it (problem-solving) at the 
same time. 
An alternative interpretation for the relative strengths of the overall estimates is 
suggested by the way I operationalized the coping construct. Again, recall that I used the 
conceptual scheme proposed by Lazarus and his colleagues to operationalize coping for 
the purposes of this study. This scheme provided one way to aggregate findings across an 
otherwise uneven literature on kinds and number of potential coping strategies. For this 
investigation, a single estimate was derived for problem- and emotion-focused coping by 
collapsing across varying numbers of coping strategies in each category. Most coping 
inventories measured many more emotion-focused strategies than problem-focused 
strategies. The solution to collapse information was less than ideal, but it did serve to 
make the analyses more manageable than if separate overall effect sizes were calculated 
for a generic, detailed listing of strategies (assuming a satisfactorily list could be derived). 
The continuous moderator tests for emotion-focused coping prove informative 
here. Recall it was found that higher numbers of coping items, and higher numbers of 
coping strategies, and higher numbers of coping strategies that could be classified as 
emotion-focused, were all associated with smaller emotion-focused effect sizes (based on 
the negativeZ found with Rosenthal and Rubin's focused comparison test). These 
findings could suggest that the overall emotion-focused estimate was, in part, diluted by 
aggregating the effect sizes for single estimates into a composite variable. Again, this 
problem was not unexpected, and the rationale for applying the aggregate solution still 
seems warranted. But it does suggest that the emotion-focused estimate obtained in this 
study may only roughly approximate the magnitudes between NA and any given single 
emotion-focused coping strategy. For instance, prior to aggregation, the effect sizes 
tended to be higher for NA and escape-avoidance strategies than for, say, NA and seeking 
social support. Therefore the overall emotion-focused estimate (ru = .11) may be actually 
underestimating the former relationship (NA and avoidance coping) and poss~bly 
overestimating the latter (NA and social support). 
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Given the potential for bias in the overall estimates between NA and problem- and 
emotion-focused coping, due to the manner in which I operationalized the coping 
constructs, it might make sense to be conservative when speculating about the relative 
strengths of the overall estimates. 
Correcting Overall Estimates for Attenuation 
Although I corrected the effect size estimates in both data sets for sample size, 
using procedures identified by Hedges and Olkin (1985), I also corrected the effect sizes 
estimates for attenuation, after the primary analyses were concluded. Low reliability is 
known to be a source of potential bias for effect size estimates (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990), 
and I suspected that it may have been an issue in my meta-analysis. In particular, low 
reliabilities were often reported in the primary studies for the coping measures. This is 
not surprising, given that many of the coping instruments are still in the process of being 
refined, and that other instruments were apparently developed for study-specific needs. 
I corrected for unreliability in both data sets to determine if the relationships 
between NA and problem- and emotion-focused coping could be improved. I had coded 
reliability of both predictor and criterion instruments, so those estimates were readily 
available for many of the samples. In some cases, however, estimates were extrapolated 
from studies where psychometric data were reported, but not made available in other 
studies which used the same instrument This procedure permitted the recalculation of the 
overall effect sizes for large portions of both data sets. The unbiased relationship (ru) 
between NA and problem-focused coping, when corrected for attenuation, was -.22 (k = 
40; n = 6184; 95 % confidence interval equals -.24 to -.21). The unbiased relationship 
(ru) for NA and emotion-focused coping, when corrected for attenuation, was .13 (k = 48; 
n = 8564; 95 % confidence interval equals .11 to .14 ). Thus, NA accounts for five percent 
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of the variance in problem-focused coping, and two percent of the variance in emotion-
focused coping. These corrected findings represent only a slight increase over the original 
findings, but perhaps they better approximate the true relationships between NA and the 
two coping constructs. 
Moderating Influences 
In both data sets, the relationship between NA and coping varied depending upon 
how the effect sizes were subgrouped. Several categorical models were tested, and 
although between-class differences were generally found, the categorical models did not 
reduce within-class variances enough so that the models could be considered entirely 
satisfactory in explaining the overall effect size variance. Nonetheless, the moderator 
analyses as they stand are suggestive of important trends that could be potentially 
important for future research efforts. 
Type of Stressor 
Interestingly, type of stressor did not moderate the relationship between NA and 
problem-focused coping, but it did moderate the relationship between NA and emotion-
focused coping. In particular, for emotion-focused coping, the highest effect size was 
found for samples of subjects who were coping with a crisis. Perhaps the acute nature of 
the stressor generated intensive emotions, requiring the deployment of coping responses 
aimed at affective regulation. And perhaps problem-focused responses--which are aimed 
at doing something about the problem itself--do not tend to vary greatly with the stimulus 
conditions. 
Type of Setting 
Type of setting was found to moderate both NA and problem- and emotion-
focused coping. In the problem-focused data set, samples drawn from the general 
community populations were found to have the lowest effect size, but this trend was not 
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found in the emotion-focused data set. Quite frankly, this finding is perplexing, and no 
immediate hypothesis is suggested to account for these findings. Otherwise, in the 
problem-focused data set, the effect sizes remained reasonably consistent across 
subgroupings. In the emotion-focused data set, a higher effect size was found in mixed 
samples, and this finding is also unclear (caution is advised, however, due to the number 
of samples that make up this class; statistical power may be an issue here). 
Population 
Type of population was found to moderate NA and emotion-focused coping but 
not NA and problem-focused coping. Adolescence has at least stereotypically been 
viewed as time of emotional lability, so one interpretation of these findings might be that, 
when compared to children or adults, high-NA adolescent populations are more likely to 
deploy emotion-focused strategies, due perhaps in part to NA interacting with the 
presumed developmental instability. Of course, this may be more speculation than the 
data warrant. Moreover, the cell size for the adolescent class was extremely low and there 
is no guarantee that similar findings would be obtained if more studies were available. 
That this finding did occur, however, in conjunction with the low number of samples, 
underscores the need for more studies on adolescent coping. 
Source 
There does not appear to be a publication bias for NA and coping. The bulk of the 
samples came from published journal articles, and the effect sizes in both data sets, for 
published sources, were either roughly consistent with unpublished sources, or 
significantly below. Indeed, the effect sizes for theses were highest in both data sets, and 
the effect sizes for dissertation were low in the problem-focused data set, and consistent 
with journal articles in the emotion-focused data set Obviously it would have been ideal 
to obtain more unpublished sources to explore this trend, but at this point it does not 
appear that our most visible (and perhaps credible) sources of information have provided 
a biased account of NA and coping. And as for the master theses yielding the highest 
effect sizes, it is unclear why this might be the case. 
NA Measure 
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The NA construct was measured in this investigation with several different 
personality measures, although I argued in Chapter II that these measures may in fact be 
tapping into the same underlying dimension with varying degrees of success. The 
intercorrelations between the constructs (i.e., neuroticism, trait anxiety, hardiness, 
dispositional optimism) provided in Table 2 tended to support the argument for a general 
underlying NA dimension. However, in the moderator analyses, effect sizes varied 
depending on how the predictor variable, NA, was measured. Thus, this finding is 
inconsistent with the hypothesis of a general underlying dimension. Had the hypothesis 
been supported, I would have failed to find significant between-class differences. 
In both data sets, the largest effect sizes were obtained when multiple measures 
(Mult) were combined to represent the NA construct. It is tempting to conclude that 
estimates based on multiple measures simply provided a more comprehensive 
operationlization of the NA construct. But this is not the case because the composite 
effect size estimates are essentially averaged values derived across two or more measures 
that have been corrected for sample size. Instead, the large effect sizes are probably best 
explained by a closer inspection of the five samples that make up Mult class. It turns out 
that three of the five samples used uncommon measures to operationalize the predictor 
variables. Andrassy (1992) used the Cognitive Hardiness Scale (whereas the Personal 
Views Survey is more commonly used to operationalize hardiness); Callahan (1991) used 
only a partial operationalization of hardiness (the commitment component only); and 
Houtman ( 1990) used Dutch versions of neuroticism and trait anxiety. Perhaps the large 
effect size obtained for Mult is explained by these alternative measures being highly 
saturated with NA. 
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In any case, the higher effect sizes for the Mult class do not explain the uneven 
findings for the NA measure as a grouping variable in the two data sets. In the emotion-
focused data set, effect sizes were consistent across samples employing the EPQ 
(Eysenck Personality Questionnaire; neuroticism scale), the NEO (NEO-Personality 
Inventory; neuroticism scale), the STAI (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; trait scale), and 
the PVS (Personal View Survey; hardiness). However, the LOT (Life Orientation Test; 
dispositional optimism) stood out from this group by producing a negligible effect size 
(r+ = .00). Recall from the findings reported in Table 2 that the LOT was highly 
intercorrelated with other measures of NA, at least in samples included in the meta-
analytic data base. So when compared to the other effect sizes, the LOT's low effect size 
is surprising. 
A similar picture emerged for the problem-focused data set. Once again, the Mult 
class yielded the largest effect size, followed by equal effect sizes for the STAI (trait 
anxiety) and the PVS (hardiness). Unlike the emotion-focused data set, however, a 
significant, though small, effect size was found for the LOT (dispositional optimism), 
whereas a negligible effect size was found for the NEO (neuroticism). 
Before concluding that the moderator test for NA measure completely contradicts 
the underlying NA hypothesis, I wanted to rule out the possibility that the uneven effect 
sizes across the NA measures could be attributed to uneven reliability. Therefore, using 
the problem- and emotion-focused data sets described above, which had been corrected 
for attenuation, I re-examined the measurement of NA as a categorical model. The results 
of these analyses are presented in Tables 6 and 7. 
For the most part, predictable increases are seen in the effect size estimates for 
both data sets, when broken down by NA measure. An interesting pattern emerges in each 
data set. For instance, in the problem-focused data set (Table 6), Mult still yields the 
highest effect size, and stands clearly above the others in magnitude (n < .001), but there 
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are no significant differences between the EPQ (neuroticism), the STAI (trait anxiety), 
the PVS (hardiness), and the WT (dispositional optimism). However, the negligible 
effect size for the NEO (neuroticism) stands significantly below the estimates obtained 
for the EPQ, ST AI, PVS, and WT. Likewise, Table 7 shows a similar pattern for the 
emotion-focused data set, when broken down by NA measure. However, in this case, the 
EPQ, NEO, STAI, and PVS stand together (i.e., significantly different than zero but not 
significantly different from each other), whereas the WT yields a negligible effect size. 
It would appear, then, that when both data sets are corrected for attenuation, and 
the moderator test for NA measure is re-examined, that we have four measures in each 
data set which yield equivalent findings. Measures of neuroticism (EPQ), trait anxiety 
(STAI), hardiness (PVS), and dispositional optimism (LOT) now yield equivalent 
relationships with problem-focused coping. This pattern is more consistent than when the 
effect sizes estimates are not corrected for attenuation (Table 4 compared to Table 6). 
When corrected for attenuation, the LOT and the EPQ effect size estimates improved 
enough to be consistent with the PVS and the STAI. As for emotion-focused coping, the 
pattern of corrected estimates remained very similar to the pattern of uncorrected 
estimates (Table 5 compared to Table 7). In both cases, measures of neuroticism (NEO, 
EPQ), trait anxiety (STAI), and hardiness (PVS) yield equivalent relationships with 
emotion-focused coping. It is unclear why the NEO yielded negligible findings in the 
problem-focused data set and why the LOT did the same in the emotion-focused data set. 
Taken together, the results of Tables 6 and 7 provide only partial support for the 
hypothesis that the various personality measures are actually tapping into NA. Thus, the 
overall estimates for NA and problem- and emotion-focused coping should be viewed 
cautiously. More research on the construct overlap problem would certainly be 
welcomed. 
Table 6 





























r++ 95 %CI 
for r++ 
226.16*** 
-.19 -.23/ -.15 102.59*** 
.03 -.041 .09 3.65 
-.26 -.30/ -.23 192.35*** 
-.28 -.34/ -.22 61.98*** 
-.21 -.25/ -.18 31.90*** 
-.13 -.18/ -.09 144.81*** 
-.57 -.61/ -.52 65.03*** 
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Note. k = number of samples in overall analysis; m = number of sample classes; I!ij = number of subjects; 
r++ =unbiased within effect size estimates; Cl= confidence interval; Q b =between class homogeneity 
statistic; Q w = within class homegeneity statistic. Stressor = the stressor as identified by the instructions of 
the coping instrument; medical= medical condition. EPQ =Eysenck Personality Questionaire (neuroticism 
scale); NEO = NEO Personality Inventory (neuroticism scale); STAI= State Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait 
anxiety scale); PVS =Personal Views Survey (hardiness); LOT= Life Orientation Test (dispositional 
opmtimism); Mult =multiple measures of NA construct collapsed into a single effect size estintate. 
*** J! < .001 
Table 7 





























[++ 95 % CI 
for r++ 
189.60*** 
.20 .15/ .24 88.47*** 
.15 .08/ .22 3.35 
.19 .16/ .21 373.90*** 
.19 .13/ .26 57.73*** 
.01 -.02/ .03 346.14*** 
.06 .021 .10 296.23*** 
.40 .35/ .45 23.79*** 
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Note. k =number of samples in overall analysis; m =number of sample classes; Ilij =number of subjects; 
r++ =unbiased within effect size estimates; CI= confidence interval; Q b =between class homogeneity 
statistic; Q w = within class homegeneity statistic. Stressor = the stressor as identified by the instructions of 
the coping instrument; medical = medical condition. EPQ = Eysenck Personality Questionaire (neuroticism 
scale); NEO = NEO Personality Inventory (neuroticism scale); STAI= State Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait 
anxiety scale); PVS =Personal Views Survey (hardiness); LOT= Life Orientation Test (dispositional 
opmtimism); Mult =multiple measures of NA construct collapsed into a single effect size estintate. 
*** p < .001 
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Finally, sex also moderated the relationship between NA and problem- and 
emotion-focused coping. Note that the effect sizes for males are highly suspect, given the 
low number of samples on which these estimates are based. However, the results may be 
pointing to an interesting trend. It may be that high NA males are less likely to use 
problem-focused coping than high NA females, though high NA females may be more 
likely to use emotion-focused coping strategies, than high NA males. Again, caution is 
advised in making too much of these results, but certainly they suggest a need for further 
research on sex differences in coping, in light of personality. 
Practical and Counseling Implications 
Although the effect sizes found in this meta-analysis were small, it is important 
not to overlook their applied implications. For Lazarus and his colleagues, stress, that 
slippery word that at times seems to defy definition, can best be thought of as a "troubled 
person-environment relationship" (Lazarus, 1993). Coping efforts are thought to have an 
effect on a variety of adaptational outcomes, and coping is seen as a process that varies 
with the situation, the stage of the stressful encounter, and the perceived controllability of 
the stimulus. The transactional model is to be commended because it urges practitioners 
and researchers to expand their conceptual foci to include a host of factors--other than 
personality--that determine how individuals cope. 
Yet the findings of this study would suggest that personality should not be 
completely ignored as a potential determinant of coping processes. Though the 
relationships found in this meta-analysis were small, they were significantly different 
from zero and in the expected directions. Some individuals, especially those with high 
NA dispositions, may very well have preferred modes of coping. It may be that they 
under-rely upon problem-focused strategies, and over-rely upon emotion-focused 
strategies. 
ff) 
Moreover, it might make good clinical sense to place the findings in the context of 
other recent research about NA. We now know, for instance, that NA predicts a host of 
adaptational outcomes of interest to the practitioners: anxiety and depressive symptoms 
(Watson et al., 1988), somatic complaints (Watson & Pennebaker, 1989), job stress (Brief 
et al., 1988), and on the basis of this study, it appears that we can extend NA's reach to 
include, at least modestly, problem- and emotion-focused coping strategies. Taken 
together, these findings would undoubtedly come as no surprise to Eysenck, who has long 
held the view that neuroticism, which is apparently equivalent to NA, serves as bedrock 
for many psychological disturbances (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1985). When counseling 
individuals for stress-related problems, practitioners may wish to consider interventions 
that are designed to alter the NA trait, because of the potential payoffs across several 
adaptational domains. 
Limitations of this Study 
This study has limitations that need to be acknowledged. For example, one 
limitation concerns the data bases on which the hypotheses were tested. As was 
previously mentioned, efforts were made to conduct an exhaustive search of the 
appropriate literatures, using a combination of computer and manual search procedures. 
However, as stated in Chapter III, only those dissertations and masters theses that were 
available through interlibrary loans were ultimately retrieved. In some cases, when a 
interlibrary loan failed to produce requested studies because they were not available by 
this method, retrieval could have been accomplished through University Microfilms. But 
the cost of this additional step made it prohibitive. As a result, dissertations and masters 
theses were undoubtedly underrepresented in the final data bases. 
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The size of the data bases is also a point of some concern. The data sets had ks of 
51and62 for problem- and emotion-focused coping respectively. After significant 
overall heterogeneity was found in both data sets, effect sizes were grouped according to 
study characteristics in an attempt to account for the variability. But in some cases, this 
resulted in classes of characteristics with very low ks (e.g., less than 5). The 
accompanying effects sizes for such classes (e.g., adults versus adolescents) must be 
considered suspect due the possibility of low statistical power. 
Finally, virtually all of the studies retrieved for this investigation were cross-
sectional in nature. As Lazarus points out, however, a genuine understanding of how 
people cope ultimately requires that coping being studied over time in the same 
individuals (Lazarus, 1993). Unfortunately, such studies appear to be rare. But even if 
they did exist, meta-analysis, by focusing on a simple X-Y relationship, would be hard 
pressed to capture the true dynamic nature of the coping process. A illustration of this 
problem is found with Bolger's (1990) findings. For the present study, the relationship 
between NA and coping was necessarily coded on the basis of the intercorrelation matrix 
that he reports in his study. However, he found an interaction for neuroticism and time on 
coping; neurotic subjects were likely to make heavy use of ineffective coping strategies, 
but only at certain times in the encounter. The simple Pearson correlations used to code 
the effect sizes, however, could not reflect this complexity. 
Conclusions 
Proposing a major role for personality in the coping process is mildly 
controversial. One can find both theory and research in the stress and coping literature to 
both support and refute personality as a significant determinant of coping. I initiated this 
study to offer clarification on this important problem. By using meta-analytic 
methodology, I was able to show that a normal dimension of personality--negative . 
affectivity--does indeed predict problem- and emotion-focused coping responses. But as 
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many contemporary stress and coping researchers would expect, I found the magnitude of 
these relationships to be small. These findings should be taken with a generous dose of 
caution for at least two reasons. First, the manner in which I operationalized the NA and 
coping constructs may have inadvertently introduced bias into the overall effect sizes 
estimates. Second, the distributions of effect size estimates were not homogeneous, for 
either data set (problem- and emotion-focused coping), indicating that in both 
distributions the effect sizes did not share an effect size in common. Yet the moderator 
analyses I conducted did not sufficiently account for the variability in either data set. 
In spite of this study's shortcomings, the findings are nevertheless encouraging. 
They suggest that negative affectivity should not be overlooked as a determinant of the 
coping process. 
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CODING SHEETS FOR NA AND PROBLEM AND EMOTION FOCUSED COPING 
Values Variable Comments 
Study I.D. ID 
Sample 1, 2, 3, ... SAMPLE 
Year of Publication YEAR 







(JPSP, JP, PID, JBM, AR, 
JAD, BJC, other) 
Number of Subjects SUBJECTS 
Number of Male Subjects MALES 
Number of Female Subjects FEMALES 
Mean Age of Subjects AGE 
(one decimal place) 













Stessor Being Coping with STRESSOR$ 
Stressful situations 
in general .............. SIT 
Crisis ........................... CRISIS 
Life event(s) .............. EVENT 
Medical Procedure ..... MED P 
Medical Condition ...... MED C 
Med P & Med C ............. MED PC 
Daily Hassles .................. HASS 
Other (specify) ........... OTHER 
Unspecified ................. UNSPEC 
Negative Affectivity Construct NA$ 
NA, N, TA, HD, DO, 
or MULTiple constructs (specify) 
Negative Affectivity Measure NA MEAS$ 
EPQ, NEO, ST AI-adults, 
STAI-children, TMAS, 
PVS, LOT, MUL Tiple measures, 
or Other. 
Type of Reliability for NA NA TYPE$ 
Internal consistency .. .IC 
Test-retest ..................... TR 
IC&TR ........................... ICTR 
Split-half ...................... SH 
Other .............................. OTHER 
NONE reported ............... NONE 
How Reliability Reported NA HOW$ 
As part of STUDY 
Cite PREVious research 
NONE reported 
Reliability estimate NA EST 
(two decimal places) 
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Inter. Corr. of NA constructs 
available? 
........ yes, no, NREL (not relevant) 
NandHD 
NandDO 
TA and HD 
TA and DO 
HD and DO 
Coping Scale Used in Study 





Number of Coping Scales Items 
Number of Coping Strategies 
Number of PF Strategies 
Number of EF Strategies 
Type of Reliability for Coping 
Internal consist.. .... .IC 
Test-retest ................. TR 
IC & TR ....................... .ICTR 
Split half .................... SPLIT 
Other (specifiy) ........ OTHER 
None reported ........... NONE 
How Coping Reliab. Reported 
As part of STUDY 
Cite PREVious research 
NONE reported 
Reliability Estimate--PF 














(two decimal places) 
r for Prob. Focused 
males 
females 
r for Emot. Focused 
males 
females 
















DETAILED GUIDELINES FOR CODING DECISIONS 
Note. The translation of each variable name (e.g., POP$) can be found on the coding 
sheet (the variables labels decribed below were derived to fit SYSTAT conventions). 
Also, with respect to the coding process, in general if data are unavailable (e.g., sex ratio 
of subjects is not provided), leave blank and mark accordingly in comments column. 
Label Description 
ID Exclude zeros from ID numbers. 
SAMPLE Note the sample being coded as 1, 2, 3, etc. Use one coding sheet for each 
sample, even though multiple samples may come from the same 
investigation. For example, in an investigation with mutiple samples: ID 
equals 25, STUDY equals 1.. ... next sheet, ID equals 25, STUDY equals 2. 
YEAR Only last two digits, e.g., 1987 equals 87 
SOURCE$ Although a dissertation (or thesis) may be unpublished, it is coded as it's 
own separate category. With all categorical variables, use the capital 
letters provided for coding abbreviations. For instance, dissertation is 
coded as DISS. 
JOURNAL If journal is being coded, provide abbreviation. 
SUBJECTS Record total number of subjects that were actually included in study, not 
the total number of subjects who were invited to participate. 
MALES Record total number of male subjects in study. If the study reports a 
percentage, e.g., "55 percent of sample was male," then round off to 
nearest whole number. If this data is not available, make a notation in 
comments. 
FEMALES See above, for males 
AGE Mean age of subjects to one decimal place, e.g., 30.3, 32.0, etc. If this 
data is not available, make a notation in the comments. 
POP$ Adults are defined as 18 and up; adolescents as 13-17; children as below 
13. If school grades are used, college students are coded as as adults; 8th -
12th graders as adolescents; 7th graders and below as children. Code as 
Mixed if investigation used a mixed sample but does not separate them for 
analysis. 
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SEITING$ For subjects selected primarily on the basis of medical issues, problems, or 
procedures, the coding is medical, regardless of out- or inpatient. 
Likewise, subjects linked to mental health care are coded as mental health. 
General community should be used as a coding category when it is clear 
that subjects were selected on some other basis other than affliation with a 
treatment setting or an educational institution. 
STRESSOR$ In general, use the language that the investigators use in coding the 
stressor, if possible. Else, use following guidelines for making 
distinctions: Crisis refers to situations or problems that are acute and 
urgent; Life Events are generally fairly discrete events that may or may not 
be tied to life span issues, e.g., pregnancy, retirement, marriage, etc.; 
Medical Procedure refers to various practices performed by health care 
professionals; Medical Problem refers to a stressor that is specifically 
denotes a medical/health concern; Daily Hassles refer to the routine 
irritations and frustrations that can potentially be encountered on any 
given day (e.g., traffic jams, commuting). 
Note that occasionally the coping responses are reported without reference 
to the stressors that the subjects experienced or imagined. This is coded as 
Unspecified. 
NA$ Code the construct that the researchers intended to explore. In some cases, 
researchers may specify that negative affectivity is being studied, but then 
use a trait anxiety measure to operationalize NA. This would be coded as 
NA. In contrast, if a trait anxiety measure was used, and trait anxiety was 
the construct of reported interest, this would be coded as trait anxiety. 
Similiarly, the same rule should be followed with negative affectivity, 
which is occasionally measured with a neuroticism measure (in fact, these 
terms are often used interchangably). If the "multiple constructs" category 
is coded, list the particular constructs in comments. 
NA MEAS$ Code the measure that was used, see NA above. If more than one NA 
measure was used (coded as MUL T), note the measures in comments 
section. 
NA TYPE$ Record type of reliability. 
NA_HOW$ Record how reliability was reported. 
NA EST Report MEAN reliabilty estimate to two decimal places, e.g., .89, .91, etc. 
Reliabilities will generally have to be averaged across scales. Note: 
investigators frequently report alpha levels as the sole type of reliability 
estimate. However, occasionally multiple types of reliability will be 
reported, based on previous psychometric research. If this is the case--that 
IC & RT are both reported--coding the average for only the IC estimates is 
preferred. 
NA IC If multiple NA constructs are employed (e.g., trait anxiety and hardiness), 
but the relationship between them is not reported, code as NO. If the 




Ways of Coping, and its variations, is the scale developed by Lazarus and 
Folkman. Even if study lifted most ofWOC items, but didn't quite use the 
full scale, code as WOC, and note the it is a variation in the comments. 
MCI stands for Multidimensional Coping Inventory developed by Endler 
and Parker. COPE stands for scale developed by Carver and Scheier. 
MOOS stands for scales developed by Billings and Moos. Note scale's 
name in comments if "Other" category is used in coding. 
C ITEMS If possible, code the number of total coping items. If this information is 
not available, or easily inferred, make Not Available notation in 
comments. Note: occasionally all of the coping measure's scales will not 
be used by the investigator, or not extracted for coding purposes. If this is 
the case, try to code the number of total number of items used for the 
analysis, and not the total scale. 
C STRA T Code total number of coping strategies or dimensions measured. These 
may or may not be derived with factor analysis. Note that any given 
strategy can have multiple items to represent it on the measure; that is, 
number of strategies is not the same as number of items. 
PROBLEM Code total number of strategies that can be classified as problem-focused. 
Problem focused coping is defined as coping responses that are aimed 
directly at altering or changing the problem/situation that is perceived as a 
stressor. Possible scales names include: PLANFUL PROBLEM 
SOL YING, ACTIVE PLANNING, PLANNING; INFORMATION 
SEEKING; APPRAISAL FOCUSED COPING, CONFRONTIVE 
COPING. 
Note that social support can be classified as problem focused if emphasis 
is on INSTRUMENTAL support, i.e., aid is being sought to help directly 
address problem. 
Note also that occasionally researchers will use terms like Adaptive 
Coping and Maladaptive Coping, or Positive Coping and Negative 
Coping. If more detailed information about such strategies are not 
available, the following decision rule should be applied: PF coping applies 
to "Adaptive" and "Positive" coping; EF coping applies to "Maladaptive" 
and "Negative" coping. (Admittedly, this is an imperfect solution because 
obviously adaptive coping could comprise both problem and emotion 
focused strategies.) 
Note also that if the investigator identies particular scales as problem or 
emotion focused, this supercedes the above guidelines. 
EMOTION Code total number of strategies that can be classified as emotion focused. 
Emotion focused strategies are aimed at regulating the affect generated by 
the stressor. Possible scale names include: WISHFUL THINKING, 
ESCAPE-AVOIDANCE, TENSION-REDUCTION, ALCOHOL-DRUG 
DISENGAGEMENT, DISTANCING, MENTAL DISENGAGEMENT, 
BEHAVIORAL DISENGAGEMENT, MINIMIZATION, 








REINTERPRETATION, SELF-BLAME, ACCEPTING 
RESPONSIBILITY, SELF-ISOLATION, SEEKING SOCIAL SUPPORT, 
EMOTIONAL SOCIAL SUPPORT, TURNING TO RELIGION, USE OF 
HUMOR. See PROBLEM above regarding adaptive and maladative 
coping. 
Code type of reliability 
Code how reliability was reported. 
Report reliabilty estimate to two decimal places. Average across problem 
focused scales if necessary. See NA EST for guidelines. 
Note if range is reported across several scales (several problem focused 
and/or problem and emotion focused) report mean. 
Same as PF EST, above. But also note that estimates may be the same for 
PF and BF if range is reported and an average has to be calculated across 
both types of coping. 
When multiple problem solving "r"s are reported for several problem 
solving scales, Fisher's r-to-z transformations need to be performed before 
averaging. The averaging process is easily accomplishing in one step with 
DSTAT's Averaging r function under the Correlations Menu. 
MALES, FEMALES. Code if available. 
Seer Prob above. Use same averaging procedure. 
Code procedure based on statistic used to calculate effect size. If "Other" 
is coded, note which proc was used in comments. 
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EFFECT SIZES FOR STUDIES USED IN PROBLEM-FOCUSED META-ANALYSIS 
Authors n NA Coping r 
Bolger, 1990 50 EPQ woe -.05 
Costa & McCrae, 1989 74 NEO Other -.28 
Carver et al., 1989 476 LOT COPE -.19 
Carver et al., 1989 162 PVS COPE -.12 
Carver et al., 1989 162 STAI COPE -.14 
Dom & Matthews, 1992 50 EPQ Other .08 
Davey et al., 1992 105 STAI MOOS -.15 
de Anda et al., 1992 120 STAI Other .03 
Endler & Parker, 1990 209 Other MCI -.17 
Endler & Parker, 1990 82 STAI MCI -.47 
Endler & Parker, 1990 66 EPQ MCI -.23 
Friedman et al., 1992 94 LOT MOOS -.22 
Genest et al., 1990 325 STAI Other -.18 
Houtman, 1990 77 MULT Other -.38 
Larson et al., 1990 206 STAI Other -.53 
Larson et al., 1990 237 STAI Other -.40 
Mccrae & Costa, 1986 245 NEO Other -.02 
Mccrae & Costa, 1986 141 NEO Other .08 
Appendix D continued 
Authors n NA Coping r 
Manyande & Salmon, 40 STAI MOOS -.11 
1992 
Nowack, 1989 194 Other Other -.32 
Orford et al., 1975 100 EPQ Other .22 
Olah et al., 1989 203 Other Other -.35 
Parkes, 1986 157 EPQ woe -.19. 
Parasurman & Cleek, 204 Other Other .19 
1984 
Parkes, 1990 135 EPQ woe -.18 
Rim, 1987 167 EPQ Other .06 
Rim, 1990 80 LOT Other .00 
Rim, 1986 174 EPQ woe -.40 
Saklofske & Yackulic, 258 EPQ Other -.16 
1989 
Smith et al., 1989 103 MULT Other -.50 
Smith et al., 1989 194 MULT Other -.41 
Scheier et al., 1989 51 LOT Other -.26 
Terry, 1991 138 Other woe -.03 
Williams et al., 1992 139 PVS woe -.41 
Weiser et al., 1991 165 Other MCI -.10 
Weiser et al, 1991 163 Other MCI -.11. 
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Authors n NA Coping r 
Zeidner & Hammer, 261 LOT COPE -.01 
1992 
Quinn, 1991 44 EPQ woe .21 
Wanser, 1990 159 EPQ woe .13 
Mitchell, 1988 62 PVS woe -.38 
Andrassy, 1992 173 MULT woe -.55 
Smith, 1990 100 MULT woe -.24 
Callahan, 1991 163 MULT woe -.25 
Feldman, 1990 61 Other Other .13 
Turzo, 1991 556 LOT COPE -.06 
Skorga, 1989 113 STAI COPE .00 
Peirce, 1987 111 STAI woe .21 
Gale, 1991 110 PVS Other .00 
Scheier et al., 1986 291 LOT Other -.17 
Scheier et al., 1986 100 LOT Other -.14 
Leon et al., 1991 6 Other woe .22 
Note. Full bibliographic information can be found in Appendix A. NA= Instrument used 
to measure negative affectivity; Coping = Instrument used to measure coping; r = effect 
size for each study. EPQ =Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (neuroticism scale); NEO 
= NEO Personality Inventory (neuroticism scale); STAI= State-Trait Anxiety Inventory 
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(trait anxiety scale); PVS =Personal Views Survey (hardiness); LOT= Life Orientation 
Test (dispostional optimism); MULT =multiple measures of NA were combined to form 
a composite. WOC =Ways of Coping Checklist; MCI =Multidimensional Coping 
Inventory; Moos= Moos Coping Scale; COPE= scale name, not an abbreviation. 
APPENDIXE 




EFFECT SIZES FOR STUDIES USED IN EMOTION-FOCUSED META-ANALYSIS 
Authors !l NA Coping r 
Bolger, 1990 50 EPQ woe .29 
Brown et al., 1986 487 STAI Other .23 
Bosely et al., 1989 41 STAI Other .46 
Baer et al., 1987 425 STAI MOOS -.20 
Costa & McCrae, 1989 74 NEO Other .49 
Carver et al., 1989 476 LOT COPE .02 
(sample 1) 
Carver et al., 1989 162 PVS COPE .06 
(sample 2) 
Carver et al., 1989 162 STAI COPE .14 
(sample 3) 
Dom & Matthews, 1992 50 EPQ Other .18 
Davey et al., 1992 105 STAI MOOS .12 
Dise-Lewis, 1988 198 STAI Other .21 
de Anda et al., 1992 120 STAI Other .35 
Dillon et al., 1989 17 PVS Other -.46 
Endler & Parker, 1990 209 Other MCI .18 
(sample 1) 
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Authors n NA Coping I 
Endler & Parker, 1990 82 STAI MCI .30 
(sample 2) 
Endler & Parker, 1990 66 EPQ MCI .46 
(sample 3) 
Friedman et al., 1992 94 LOT MOOS .43 
Genest et al., 1990 325 STAI Other .02 
Houtman, 1990 77 MULT Other .17 
Houston, 1982 141 STAI Other .16 
Litt et al., 1992 41 LOT woe .46 
Larson et al., 1990 206 STAI Other .47 
(sample 1) 
Larson et al., 1990 237 STAI Other .49 
(sample 2) 
Mccrae & Costa, 1986 245 NEO Other .08 
(sample 1) 
McCrae & Costa, 1986 141 NEO Other .16 
(sample 2) 
Manyande & Salmon, 40 STAI MOOS .11 
1992 
Nowack, 1989 194 Other Other -.13 
Orford et al., 1975 100 EPQ Other .17 
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Authors !l NA Coping I 
Olah et al., 1989 203 Other Other .25 
Park et al., 1990 83 STAI Other -.08 
(sample 1) 
Park et al., 1990 83 STAI Other -.08 
(sample 2) 
Parkes, 1986 157 EPQ woe -.04 
Parasurman & Cleek, 204 Other Other -.43 
1984 
Parkes, 1990 135 EPQ woe -.09 
Rim, 1987 167 EPQ Other .16 
Rim, 1990 80 LOT Other .03 
Rim, 1986 174 EPQ woe .24 
Saklofske & Yackulic, 258 EPQ Other .16 
1989 
Smith et al., 1989 103 MULT Other .11 
(sample 1) 
Smith et al., 1989 194 MULT Other .11 
(sample 2) 
Scheier et al., 1989 51 LOT Other .19 
Terry, 1991 138 Other woe .12 
Taylor et al., 1992 550 LOT woe -:.06 
Appendix E continued 
Authors 
.!1 NA Coping I 
Williams et al., 1992 139 PVS woe .12 
Weiser et al., 1991 165 Other MCI .29 
(sample 1) 
Weiser et al., 1991 163 Other MCI .08 
(sample 2) 
Zeidner & Hammer, 261 LOT COPE .18 
1992 
Quinn, 1991 44 EPQ woe .12 
Wanser, 1990 159 EPQ woe .22 
Mitchell, 1988 62 PVS woe .13 
Andrassy, 1992 173 MULT woe .39 
Smith, 1990 100 MULT woe -.14 
Callahan, 1991 163 MULT woe .33 
Feldman, 1990 61 Other Other .41 
Turzo, 1991 556 LOT COPE -.11 
Helrich, 1985 106 STAI COPE .22 
Skorga, 1989 113 STAI COPE .31 
Peirce, 1987 111 STAI woe .25 
Gale, 1991 110 PVS Other .39 
Scheier et al., 1986 291 LOT Other -.03 
Scheier et al., 1986 100 LOT Other .02 
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Authors n NA Coping I 
Leon et al., 1991 6 Other woe .59 
Note. Full bibliographic information can be found in Appendix A. NA= Instrument used 
to measure negative affectivity; Coping = Instrument used to measure coping; I = effect 
size for each study. EPQ =Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (neuroticism scale); NEO 
= NEO Personality Inventory (neuroticism); STAI= State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (trait 
anxiety); PVS =Personal Views Survey (hardiness); LOT= Life Orientation Test 
(dispositional optimism); NULT =multiple measures of NA were combined to form a 
composite. WOC =Ways of Coping Checklist; MCI= Multidimensional Coping 
Inventory; Moos= MOOs Coping Scale; COPE= scale name, not an abbreviation. 
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